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Bringing the World to  
the Classroom… 
and the Classroom to Life. 
At National Geographic Learning, we believe education is one of the great transformative forces of this century. 
Our goal is to help learners and teachers to achieve personal success and be better citizens of the 21st century. 
We want English language teachers and their students to experience the excitement and joy of learning, and 
to bring their classroom to life. Our mission is to create materials which inspire students to learn and acquire 
the skills they need to be successful in their careers or educational experiences, and to become future leaders 
of the planet.

Through our partnership with TED, we provide inspiring content for learners to understand and share through 
English. Using the power of ideas to change attitudes and lives, alongside rich, National Geographic resources, 
powerful TEDTALKS are now integrated into select materials to provide an engaging springboard for learners 
to share Ideas Worth Spreading in English.

Our exclusive partnerships with National Geographic and TED provide a unique opportunity to inspire, expand 
global awareness, and teach learners how to be leaders, through learning English.

Learn more about the work of these experts and many others in our learning materials.
NGL.Cengage.com/ELT
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Exciting and motivating
TED speakers!

Beverly Joubert Stephen Hawking Sylvia Earle

Bono Derek JoubertRon Finley

With TEDTALKS in your classroom, your learners can hear 
inspiring people share ideas that can change the world. Now your 
learners will satisfy their curiosity about 21st century topics and 
share their Ideas Worth Spreading in English. 

TED is an organization dedicated to changing the way we look at the world. TEDTALKS 
provide a platform for learners to explore ideas, and to develop powerful skills to 
communicate their opinions.

Our learning materials with TEDTALKS use examples of inspiring ideas and effective 
communication from the TED stage to help learners develop the skills to express 
themselves thoughtfully and confidently in English. 
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A Guerrilla Gardener in South Central LA by Ron Finley.

IDEAS WORTH SPREADING

Learn more at NGL.Cengage.com/TED
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NEW!

The Our World Suite features three series: Welcome to Our World for 
very young learners and Our World and Explore Our World for young learners.  
Each series uses fun and fascinating National Geographic content, with stunning 
images and video, to provide young learners with the language, skills, and 
knowledge needed to understand their world.

OUR WORLD PHONICS WITH ABC BOOK
Ths is a 3-level series plus Alphabet Book in American English that uses 
National Geographic content to introduce young learners to the English 
alphabet and help them learn and practice the sounds of English and 

understand sound-spelling relationships in the English language.

American English 

HIGHLIGHTS

American English 

American English / British Engilsh

American English / British Engilsh
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Keynote

David Bohlke
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from National Geographic Learning

21ST CENTURY COMMUNICATION
21st Century Communication is a four-level series that uses 

powerful ideas from TED Talks to teach learners to think 
critically and communicate effectively. Through authentic 

models of effective communication, students build fluency 
in the listening and speaking skills needed to achieve 

academic and personal success.

American English 

IMPACT
Impact is a new series in American English and British English that helps teenage learners to better understand themselves, 
each other, and the world they live in.  By encouraging self-expression, global citizenship, and active participation, Impact 

motives students to explore who they are ad who they want to be, all while learning English.

KEYNOTE
Keynote, now available in American English and British English editions, inspires communication through TEDTALKS featuring fascinating 
ideas, motivating speakers, and authentic language.  Life-changing stories encourage learners to look for a deeper understanding of the 

world, developing the confidence and skills needed to express themselves powerfully and proficiently in English.
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21ST CENTURY READING
This series was created through a partnership between TED, a 
nonprofit dedicated to spreading ideas through short, powerful 
talks and National Geographic Learning. 21st Century Reading 

provides the ideal forum for learners of English to make 
connections with topics ranging from science to business to global 
issues. Using TEDTALKS as the springboard to share ideas, this 
new four-level reading series shows learners how to understand 

and respond to ideas and content in English.

American English

American English

American English

British Engilsh

British Engilsh

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!
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READING EXPLORER, SECOND EDITION
The new edition of National Geographic Learning’s  

best-selling Reading Explorer series brings the world 
to the classroom through new updated topics, video, 

and visuals from National Geographic.
American English

LIFE
National Geographic Learning brings the world to your 

classroom with Life, a six-level integrated-skills series that 
develops fluency in American English. Through an exploration of 
real world content from National Geographic presented through 
stunning images, text, and video, learners will strengthen their 

existing global connections while learning the English skills 
needed for communication in the 21st century.

American English 

LIFE
Drawing on National Geographic content, Life 

transforms the learning experience into a fabulous 
journey with irresistible images, articles and videos 

that engage learners like no series before.
British English 

HIGHLIGHTS

WORLD LINK, THIRD EDITION
Now in a new edition, World Link helps adult learners 

communicate fluently and confidently in English. It develops 
language skills through use of dynamic vocabulary, essential 
grammar, engaging topics and fascinating images. Learners 
will experience the topics and language comes alive through  

an expanded video program!

American English

STANDOUT, THIRD EDITION
Stand Out is a six-level, standards-based ESL series for adult 

education with a proven track record of successful results. The 
new edition of Stand Out continues to provide students with the 
foundations and tools needed to achieve success in life, college, 
and career. Stand Out now integrates high-interest, real-world 
content from National Geographic which enhances its proven 

approach to lesson planning and instruction. 
American English

NEW
EDITION

WELL SAID
The Well Said  series is designed to improve the pronunciation 

and communication skills of beginner to advanced students 
from all language backgrounds. Both levels offer a clear course 

plan covering the essential areas of pronunciation, including 
stress, rhythm, and intonation—features that research shows 

help students the most. Additionally, there are over fifty pages of 
supplemental activities focusing on consonant and vowel sounds. 

American English

NEW
EDITION
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READING FOR TODAY, FOURTH EDITION
Reading for Today is a five-level academic skills program 

that systematically develops students’ reading and 
vocabulary skills through engaging themes and 

comprehensive practice. 

American English

from National Geographic Learning

OUTCOMES, SECOND EDITION
The second edition of Outcomes is the only course that is 

consistently focussed on helping students achieve the real world 
communicative outcomes they want and need. This lexically rich 
course emphasises students’ need to have the conversations in 

English that they would in their own language. 

British Engilsh

CLOSE-UP, SECOND EDITION
With a new component array and strong digital support, the 
new edition of Close-up has been fully updated to be in line 

with the new First for Schools 2015 specifications. Close-up is 
still as interesting, topical and up to date as ever with 

spectacular National Geographic photography and facts 
that have been carefully selected to appeal to the inquisitive 

minds of young teenagers. 

British Engilsh

GRAMMAR IN CONTEXT
The sixth edition of the best-selling Grammar in Context 

series, inspires learners through compelling stories, National 
Geographic images, and content relevant to students’ lives.  

Students learn more, remember more, and use language more 
effectively when they learn grammar in context.

American English 

GRAMMAR EXPLORER
Grammar Explorer prepares students for academic 
success through captivating National Geographic 

content and assignments that mirror the requirements 
of academic life. Going beyond clear grammar charts 

and instruction, Grammar Explorer challenges students 
to think critically while using grammar in their listening, 

speaking, reading, and writing.

American English 

TIME ZONES, SECOND EDITION
Time Zones, is National Geographic Learning’s best-
selling four-skills series for teenagers, with a strong 
international focus. It combines a communicative 

approach to learning English with stunning National 
Geographic images, video, and content. 

American English
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Disclaimer:

National Geographic Learning ELT course books have been carefully graded to aid students’ language development and can be correlated 
to international examinations on request. The above chart is for reference only It does not necessarily reflect the views of the respective 
examination bodies, nor is it a guarantee of achievement.

 CEFR IELTS Cambridge TOEFL®  iBT TOEIC®

   SUITE Test Test

Beginner

A1

1

N/A
8-12 

(Speaking)
120-220

Elementary
2

3

Pre-Intermediate A2

3.5

KET
13-18

(Speaking)
221-5504

4.5

Intermediate B1 5 PET 57-86 551-550

High-Intermediate B2
5.5

FCE 87-109 750-900
6

Advanced
C1

7
CAE 110-120

900+7.5

C2 8-8.5 CPE
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Learn more at MyELT.heinle.com
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Upgraded for you and your learners

In 2014, we have upgraded MyELT with a complete redesign that 
allows for improved navigation and a better user experience.

Account registration has been simplified. All videos and 
activities appear in a full-screen window. Learners can track 
their completed work through the new “Progress Bars”, and 
find what they need to complete a course in one place through 
the new “Your Resources” page.

The MyELT platform allows teachers to deliver interactive practice and 
reinforcement for their National Geographic Learning programs to  

learners anytime, anywhere...

Learners can track their completed work 
through the new “Progress Bars,” and 
find what they need to complete a course 
in one place through the new “Your 
Resources” page.

Through the Gradebook, 
teachers can track class 
and individual progress, 
and measure learners’ 
performance, on assigned 
activities.

MyELT includes a variety of activity types 
for reinforcement and consolidation, 
including:

•  Audio and video from trusted sources  
 such as National Geographic and  
 TED Talks
•  Pronunciation and speech recognition
•  Practice exercises and activities
•  Games, and more…

For more information and a free MyELT 
instructor account, please go to 
NGL.Cengage.com/myelt or  
contact your local representative.
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Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

low-beginning to high-intermediate

Empowering learners to achieve their personal 
language goals

A fully online self-learner English language program , myTime 
ENGLISH is a complete, four-skills, easy-to-use General English 
program that empowers learners to achieve their personal language 
goals on their own and at their own pace. Available as an Online 
Classroom (instructor-led) or Distance Learning (fully-automated) 
version.

• Over 300 hours—four levels of General English content that 
includes a Placement Test—plus a fifth level that contains test prep 
practice.

• An adaptive placement test, which places learners at the correct 
level of content to begin their English learning program.

• Over 2800 interactive activities keep learners engaged and 
motivated.

• 180 videos that bring the language to life, engage learners, and 
practice listening and comprehension skills.

• Over 200 animated grammar presentations that teach grammar in 
real contexts to support and motivate self-directed learners.

• 400+ speech recognition activities, which provide automatic 
feedback to the user.

• 65 eBooks from the Footprint Reading Library are carefully 
integrated in every lesson allowing learners to practice their 
language skills while seeing language in action.

• Lessons that set clear, tangible goals, and include instruction and 
practice in reading, listening, speaking, grammar, vocabulary, and 
pronunciation.

• End of Unit/Review pages that provide links to additional practice.

• Gradebook allows learners to track progress and measure their 
performance.

Learn more at NGL.Cengage.com/MTE
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Adaptive Placement Test

Over 200 Grammar 
Presentations

Over 300 hours of content and 
2800 Interactive Activities

65 integrated eBooks from the 
Footprint Reading Library

MyTime English PRINTED ACCESS  CODE ACCESS CODE

6-month Access 9781337112222 9781337111898

12-month Access 9781337112321 9781337111904

18-month Access 9781337112338 9781337112239

24-month Access 9781337112314 9781337111928

NEW!



TESTIMONIALS 

“User-friendly. Good examples.  
Very good look and feel.”

Alain Bellicha
Senior Manager

Berlitz, Japan

JAPAN

“The physical features are interesting and 
modern and I think they really interest and 
suit the learners of any ages. This program 

is very attractive and helpful.”

Ake-burus Changyai
Royal Thai Naval Academy

Samutprakan, Thailand

THAILAND

“The user interface is cool. The whole program is easy to use. Audio, video and 
picture supplements are very effective. It’s a nice course with rich learning activities 

and resources.”

Jing Chen
Foreign Language Teaching and Research Press

Beijing, China

CHINA

“It’s certainly the best planned and 
designed online program I’ve seen, and I’ve 
been working with server-based and online 

programs for about ten years now.” 

John Michael McCollister
Instructor, Feng Chia University

Taichung, Taiwan

TAIWAN

“I think my students will be impressed with 
online activities. Easy to use, and the progress 
checking will encourage them to go on. I really 
really like the animations and the videos, and I 

think they are very interactive for learners.”

My Trinh
Dean, Division of Foreign Studies

SEAMEO Regional Training Center, Vietnam

VIETNAM

























Book 1-4

Intermediate –
Proficient

David Bohlke, Paul Dummett, Lewis Lansford, Helen Stephenson

Featuring remarkable people communicating passionately and persuasively, TEDTALKS provide 
inspiring ideas and an unparalleled source of authentic language. Keynote invites learners to explore 
life-changing stories for a deeper understanding of the world, developing the confidence and skills 
needed to express themselves powerfully and proficiently in English. 

u	Engaging and authentic TEDTALKS drive an integrated-skills syllabus alongside 21st century  
 outcomes like communication, collaboration, creativity, and critical thinking.

u	Real-world content presented through readings, infographics, and interviews motivates   
 learners to engage with language meaningfully. 

u	Unique presentation sections based on best practices demonstrated by TED speakers teach  
 transferable strategies that develop fluency, confidence, and compelling delivery.

American English

u A customized learning path with integrated  

 TEDTALKS

u An interactive student eBook

u Access to all audio for the student book

My Keynote Online provides personalized instruction and practice through:

KEYNOTE BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3 BOOK 4

Student Book 9781305965034 9781305965041 9781305965058 9781305965065
Student Book with MyKeynote Online 9781337104104 9781337104111 9781337104128 9781337104135
Workbook 9781337104142 9781337104159 9781337104166 9781337104173
Teacher's Edition with Classroom Presentation Tool 9781337104227 9781337104234 9781337104241 9781337104258
Classroom Presentation Tool 9781337108720 9781337108737 9781337108744 9781337108751
Audio DVD/CD Package 9781337107730 9781337107747 9781337107754 9781337107761
Combo Split A 9781337108768 9781337108782 9781337108805 9781337108829
Combo Split A with MyKeynote Online 9781337108928 9781337108942 9781337108966 9781337108980
Combo Split B 9781337108775 9781337108799 9781337108812 9781337108836
Combo Split B with MyKeynote Online 9781337108935 9781337108959 9781337108973 9781337108997
Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®Pro 9781337104180 9781337104197 9781337104203 9781337104210
Sampler 9781337226066

American English

NEW!

Inspiring communication
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•  NGL.Cengage.com/keynote









•  NGL.Cengage.com/SO3
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Lesson 2 17

GOAL  Identify goals and obstacles and suggest solutions

Goals, obstacles, and solutions

F. Use frequency adverbs to write sentences about Luisa. Look back at her schedule  

in Exercise A.
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

G. Practice reading the sentences you wrote in Exercise F. Which words are the most 

important in each sentence?
H. CREATE Make a schedule of everything you 

do in one week. Tell your partner about your 
schedule. 

EXAMPLE:   I NEVER cook on my day off because  I’m a cook in a restaurant!

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

5 a.m. – 
7 a.m.

7 a.m. – 
9 a.m.

9 a.m. – 
11 a.m.

11 a.m. – 
1 p.m.

1 p.m. – 
3 p.m.

3 p.m. – 
5 p.m.

5 p.m. – 
7 p.m.

7 p.m. – 
9 p.m.

In a phrase or sentence, certain words get the most stress. In the sentences below, the words with the most stress are in CAPITAL letters. 
Luisa OFTEN goes RUNNING.She is NEVER HOME on the weekends.SOMETIMES I go to the MOVIES.He RARELY studies in the MORNING.

S T R E S S

Luisa usually starts work in the morning.

B. Read about Zhou.

Zhou’s life is going to change very soon. His wife, Huixen, is going to have twins in July. 

His parents are going to come from China to live in the United States. He’s happy, but his 

apartment will to be too small for everyone. He needs a better job, but his boss won’t  

promote him because he doesn’t have a college degree.
Zhou has three goals. When his parents come to the United States, he will buy a house 

large enough for two families. His father will work and help pay for the house. His mother 

will help take care of the children. Then, Zhou plans to go to night school and get his  

bachelor’s degree. When he graduates, he will apply for a new position at work. He will  

work hard to achieve his goals.

*won’t = will not
C. A goal is something you would like to achieve in the future. What are Zhou’s three goals?

1. 

2. 

3. 

D. An obstacle is a problem; something that gets in the way of your goal.  

Zhou has two obstacles. What are they?1. 

2. 

A. Look at the picture. Zhou is worried about the future. What is he thinking about?

Basic-5

American English

Low-Beginning –
Advanced

Rob Jenkins; Staci Johnson Purdon; Jennifer Wilkin

NEW
EDITION

Construction workers on beams at the top 

of the Stratosphere Tower in Las Vegas.

Unit OUtcOmes

 Analyze and create schedules

  Identify goals and obstacles  

and suggest solutions

 Write about a personal goal

 Analyze study habits

 Manage time

Look at the photo and  

answer the questions.

1. What do you think the people 

are doing?

2. What activities do you do 

every day?

3. What do you want to do in 

the future?

1U n i t

Balancing Your Life

A stunning National Geographic image 

at the beginning of each unit introduces 

the theme and engages learners into 

meaningful conversations right from 

the start.

8

9

6 7

•  UPDATED Lesson 
Planner includes 
correlations to 
College and 
Career Readiness 
Standards (CCRS), 
CASAS, SCANS 
and reference to EL 
Civics competencies 
to help instructors 
achieve the required 
standards.

•  NEW Online Workbook engages 
students and supports the classroom by 
providing a wide variety of auto-graded 
interactive activities, an audio program, 
video from National Geographic, and 
pronunciation activities.

Stand Out supports standard-based outcomes 

Balancing 
Your Life
About the photo

Paul Chesley, a photojournalist 
from Red Wing, Minnesota, took  
this photo. It shows construction 
workers at the top of the 
Stratosphere Tower in Las Vegas, 
Nevada. The Stratosphere Tower is 
the tallest freestanding observation 
tower in the United States. Inside 
the tower is a hotel and a casino. 
There are also lots of restaurants. 
On top of the tower is an 
observation deck where visitors  
can look out over the Las Vegas 
Strip. Visitors can also dangle over 
the edge as they ride the Big Shot,  
one of the four thrill rides that sit 
1,149 feet above the street below.

•	 Introduce the unit. Ask students 
what the title of the unit means. 
Ask them to look at the unit 
outcomes for clues.

•	 Ask students to look at the 
photo. Ask them what they can 
see and to find a link between 
the title and the image.

1U N i T

UNiT OUTCOmES

•	 Analyze	and	create	schedules

•	 Identify	goals	and	obstacles	and	
suggest solutions

•	 Write	about	a	personal	goal

•	 Analyze	study	habits

•	 Manage	time

GRAmmAR

•	 Adverbs	of	frequency

•	 When in the future

VOCAbULARy

•	 Schedules	and	time

•	 Goals

•	 Paragraphs

•	 Study	habits

Construction workers on beams at the top 
of the Stratosphere Tower in Las Vegas.

UNIT OUTCOMES

 Analyze and create schedules

  Identify goals and obstacles 
and suggest solutions

 Write about a personal goal

 Analyze study habits

 Manage time

Look at the photo and 
answer the questions.

1. What do you think the people 
are doing?

2. What activities do you do 
every day?

3. What do you want to do in 
the future?

1U N i T

Balancing Your Life
•	 Ask students to discuss the 

questions	in	pairs.	Gather	
feedback from students and 
write key vocabulary on the 
board.

•	 Discuss the unit outcomes with 
students and write any key 
vocabulary on the board.

Life Skills Link
In this unit, students will identify 
and	analyze	activities	and	
responsibilities in their own lives as 
well as the lives of others and learn 
how to manage them by applying 
different strategies.

The skills students learn in this unit 
can be applied to almost every area 
of EL Civics as they help students 
to function effectively within U.S. 
society.

CASAS CORRELATiON

1: 0.1.2, 0.2.4
2: 7.1.1, 7.1.2, 7.1.3, 7.2.5, 7.2.6
3: 7.1.1, 7.1.2, 7.1.3, 7.2.5, 7.2.6
4: 0.1.5, 7.4.1, 7.4.3, 7.4.5
5: 7.4.2
R: 7.2.1
TP: 4.8.1, 4.8.5, 4.8.6

SCANS CORRELATiON

Many SCANS skills are incorporated 
in this unit with an emphasis on:

•	 Allocating	time

•	 Understanding	systems

•	 Applying	technology	to	task

•	 Responsibility

•	 Self	management

•	 Writing

•	 Decision	making

CCRS CORRELATiON

RI1, RI2, RI4, RI7
W4, W5
SL1, SL2, SL4
L1, L2, L3, L4
RF2, RF3, RF4
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Stand Out supports teachers and learners

LEARNER COmPONENTS

• Student Book

• Online workbook powered by 

• Print workbook

TEACHER COmPONENTS

• Lesson Planner

• Classroom DVD

• Assessment CD-ROM

•  Teacher’s companion site with Multi-Level Worksheets

 Welcome to Stand Out xvii

•  Teacher support Stand Out continues to provide a wide variety of user-friendly 
tools and interactive activities that help teachers prepare students for success while 
keeping them engaged and motivated.

STAND OUT Third Edition

Evidence-Based  
Learning for College  
and Career Readiness

NGL.Cengage.com/SO3

Annotated 
Pages

Stand Out, 3e
Level 3: 
Unit 1

7

10 11

 Lesson 1 1514 Unit 1

L e s s o n

GOAL  Analyze and create schedules

everyday Life1

A. ANALYZE Look at Luisa’s schedule. What are her routines? 

B. Ask questions about Luisa’s schedule. Use the conversation below as a model.

Student A:  What time does Luisa start work?
Student B:   She starts work at 9:00 a.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays.
Student A:  When does she have ESL class?
Student B:   She has ESL class on Mondays and Wednesdays at 7.00 p.m.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

5 a.m. – 

7 a.m.

5:45 
Run

5:45 
Run

5:45 
Run

6:00 
Yoga

5:45 
Run

7 a.m. – 

9 a.m.

7:00 
Walk the 

dog

7:00 
Walk the 

dog

7:00 
Walk the dog 

8:00
Breakfast 

with  
co-workers

7:00 
Walk the 

dog

7:00 
Walk the 

dog

7:00 
Walk the 

dog
8:00 
Work

7:00 
Walk the 

dog

9 a.m. – 

11 a.m.

9:00 
Work

9:00
Grocery 
shopping

9:00
Work

9:00
Run errands

9:00
Work

10:00
Shopping

11 a.m. – 

1 p.m.

1 p.m. – 

3 p.m.

1:00
Work

1:00
Work

2:00
Meet 

friends

1:00
Meet 

friends

3 p.m. – 

5 p.m.

5 p.m. – 

7 p.m.

5:00
Family  
dinner

7 p.m. – 

9 p.m.

7:00
ESL class

8:00
Computer 

class

7:00
ESL class

8:00
Computer 

class

7:00
Watch a 

movie

C. INTERPRET Ask questions about Luisa’s schedule again. This time, use  How  
often . . . ? Answer the questions using the frequency expressions from the box.

once a week twice a week three times a week every Saturday

every morning every weekday every other day  every Sunday

EXAMPLE:  Student A:  How often does Luisa have dinner with her family?
 Student B:  Luisa has dinner with her family every Sunday.  

or Luisa has dinner with her family once a week.

D. Where do frequency adverbs go in a sentence? Study the charts below.

e. Write the frequency adverb in parentheses in the correct place. Remember, 
sometimes the adverb can go in more than one place.

1. Roberto finishes his homework before class. (rarely)

2.  Jerry comes to class on time. (always)

3.  Sue eats lunch with her husband. (sometimes)

4.  Our teacher sits at her desk while she is teaching. (never)

5.  Elia goes running in the morning before school. (often)

6.  Hugo works at night. (usually)

rarely

alwaysusuallysometimesrarelynever

0% 50% 100%

Placement rules for frequency adverbs Examples

Before the main verb Luisa always/usually/often goes running. 
She sometimes/rarely/never does yoga.

After the main verb be She is usually busy on the weekends.

Sometimes/usually/often can come at the  
beginning or at the end of a sentence

Usually/sometimes Luisa starts work  
in the morning.
Luisa starts work in the morning  
sometimes/usually.

Between the subject and the verb in short answers Yes, she always does/No, she usually isn’t.

Rarely and never are negative words. Do not use not 
and never in the same sentence.

Correct: She never plays tennis.
Incorrect: She doesn’t never play tennis.

^

Expanded Critical Thinking Activities challenge 
learners to evaluate, analyze, and synthesize information 
to prepare them for the workplace and academic life.

STAND OUT, THIRD EDITION BASIC LEVEL 1 LEVEL  2 LEVEL  3 LEVEL 4 LEVEL 5

Student Book 9781305655201 9781305655409 9781305655478 9781305655522 9781305655591 9781305655645
Workbook 9781305655225 9781305655423 9781305655492 9781305655546 9781305655614 9781305655669
Online Workbook PAC 9781305655393 9781305665101 9781305665118 9781305665125 9781305665132 9781305665149
Online Workbook eAccess 9781305665330 9781305665347 9781305665354 9781305665361 9781305665378 9781305665385
Lesson Planner 9781305655218 9781305655416 9781305655485 9781305655539 9781305655607 9781305655652
Audio CDs 9781305655232 9781305655454 9781305655508 9781305655553 9781305655621 9781305655676
Classroom Presentation Tool CD-ROM 9781305655744 9781305655737 9781305655720 9781305655713 9781305655706 9781305655690
DVD Program 9781305655249
Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® 9781305664852

Evidence-Based Learning for College and  
Career Readiness
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THIRD EDITION

u NEW Reading Challenge integrates Stand Out’s strong   
 emphasis on skill development throughout the book.   
 Readings featuring National Geographic explorers consolidate  
 language and ignite curiosity. 

u UPDATED Video Program includes National Geographi 
 footage to introduce learners to real-world themes in   
 addition to short dramatic episodes that reinforce the themes  
 and vocabulary in each unit.

u EXPANDED Critical Thinking Activities challenge learners   
 to evaluate, analyze, and synthesize information that helps  
 prepare them for the workplace and academic life. 

u NEW Online Workbooks provide reinforcement and 
 consolidation of key language through automatically graded  
 exercises, and can be accessed anytime, anywhere. 

u EXTENSIVE  Teacher Support includes activities to support  
 multi-level classrooms and helps teachers to prepare students  
 for success. 

Stand Out, Third Edition is a six-level, standards-based ESL series 
for adult education with a proven track record of successful results. 
The new edition of Stand Out continues to provide students with the 
foundations and tools needed to achieve success in life, college, and 
career.  Stand Out now integrates high-interest, real-world content 
from National Geographic which enhances its proven approach to 
lesson planning and instruction. 

correct:She
incorrect:Shedoesn




•  NGL.Cengage.com/life

Paul Dummett • John Hughes • Helen Stephenson

Life prepares learners to think critically  
and communicate effectively in the 
21st century. 
Life is a six-level integrated-skills series that develops fluency in American English. 
Learners explore real world content from National Geographic through stunning 
images, text, and video to strengthen their existing global connections while 
learning the English skills needed for communication in the 21st century. 

Book 1-6

American English

Beginning – Advanced

LIFE BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3 BOOK 4 BOOK 5 BOOK 6

Student Book 9781305255722 9781305255777 9781305256132 9781305256200 9781305256309 9781305256354
eBook (Printed Access Code) 9781305267145 9781305267152 9781305267169 9781305267176 9781305267183 9781305267190
eBook (ePIN) 9781305262430 9781305262447 9781305262454 9781305262461 9781305262478 9781305262485
Student Book with CD-ROM 9781305255760 9781305255845 9781305256194 9781305256293 9781305256347 9781305256385
Student Book with Online Workbook 9781305260726 9781305260368 9781305260375 9781305260382 9781305260399 9781305260405
Student Book with Printed Workbook 9781305257436 9781305257443 9781305257450 9781305257467 9781305257474 9781305257481
Printed Workbook 9781305256996 9781305257023 9781305257054 9781305257061 9781305257078 9781305257085
Online Workbook 9781305255753 9781305255814 9781305256163 9781305256286 9781305256323 9781305256378
CD-ROM 9781305255746 9781305255784 9781305256149 9781305256279 9781305256330 9781305256361
Audio CD 9781305256460 9781305256484 9781305256507 9781305256521 9781305256545 9781305256569
Classroom Presentation Tool 9781305256477 9781305256491 9781305256514 9781305256538 9781305256552 9781305256576
Combo Split A 9781305257238 9781305257252 9781305257276 9781305257290 9781305257313 9781305257344
Combo Split B 9781305257245 9781305257269 9781305257283 9781305257306 9781305257337 9781305257351
Combo Split A with Online Workbook 9781305264342 9781305264359 9781305264366 9781305264373 9781305264380 9781305264397
Combo Split B with Online Workbook 9781305267763 9781305267770 9781305267787 9781305267794 9781305267800 9781305267817
Combo Split A with CD-ROM 9781305257368 9781305257375 9781305257382 9781305257399 9781305257405 9781305257412
Combo Split B with CD-ROM 9781305267206 9781305267718 9781305267725 9781305267732 9781305267749 9781305267756
Teacher's Guide 9781305256583 9781305256590 9781305256606 9781305256613 9781305256620 9781305256637
DVD Levels 1-6 9781305256644
Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView®Pro 9781305256392
Life Sampler 9781305261273

American English
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u Information-rich topics promote curiosity.

u Critical thinking activities take learners from understanding, to  
 evaluating, to creating their own texts in English.

u Updated technology for teachers and learners.







Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

Book 1-5

Elementary – 
Advanced

British English

•  NGL.Cengage.com/outcomes

Hugh Dellar & Andrew Walkley

The second edition of Outcomes is the only course that is consistently focussed on helping students achieve the real world 
communicative outcomes they want and need. This lexically rich course emphasises students’ need to have the conversations in 
English that they would in their own language.

This new edition contains more contemporary and global content, reflecting English as it is used in the world and is visible via 
rewritten texts and new National Geographic photos and videos.

There is a strong emphasis on real and natural English usage so students can develop the English language skills necessary for the 
real world.

Outcomes second edition contains:

u	A clear, evenly paced grammar syllabus with strong links to context  
 that is presented and practised through a consistent guided  
 discovery approach

u	 Inspiring National Geographic videos provide real global language,  
 while  Conversation Practice videos provide a model for real,  
 natural output.

u	An integrated pronunciation syllabus to help students speak and  
 understand authentic English with accuracy and fluency

u	An expanded and updated Online Vocabulary Builder with  
 pronunciation support and phonetic script included allows students  
 to personalise and engage with vocabulary language learning

SECOND EDITION

Real situations, Real language, Real outcomes

NEW
EDITION

OUTCOMES, SECOND EDITION ELEMENTARY PRE-
INTERMEDIATE

INTERMEDIATE UPPER-
INTEREDIATE

ADVANCED

Student Book with Access Code & Class DVD 9781305093461 9781305090101 9781305093348 9781305093386 9781305093423
Student Book with Class DVD 9781305651913 9781305651883 9781305651890 9781305651906 9781305651920
Workbook and CD 9781305102255 9781305102156 9781305102187 9781305102194 9781305102286
eBook 9781305633414 9781305633421 9781305633438 9781305633445 9781305633452
Teacher's Book with Class Audio CD 9781305265752 9781305268227 9781305268210 9781305268203 9781305268197
Interactive Whiteboard 9781305104266 9781305104235 9781305104242 9781305104259 9781305104273
Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® 9781305103924 9781305103993 9781305103948 9781305103931 9781305103917
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Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

Header A

Video that is carefully narrated 

to be on-level with each 

Student Book.

Updated National Geographic Content and Video offers….

An engaging, global perspective.

Opportunities for learners to connect to the 

unit theme.

Activities that apply English to 

real-world settings.

In your English Language Learning 
classroom will bring …

Header A

More Communicative 
Activities in Every Unit!

A NEW communication page in every 
unit allows learners to personalize the 
unit them through group work, pair 
work, projects and writing.

Each TED Talk includes a 
communicative ‘Challenge’ activity 

or project.  

Talks
Fascinating Ideas

21st century topics bring 
Ideas Worth Spreading 

to the classroom, 
encouraging learners to 
form opinions that they 

will want to share!

‐A Guerrilla Gardener in 
South Central LA
‐A Virtual Choir
‐The Interspecies 
Internet

Fascinating Ideas
21st century topics bring 
Ideas Worth Spreading 

to the classroom, 
encouraging learners to 
form opinions that they 

will want to share!

‐A Guerrilla Gardener in 
South Central LA
‐A Virtual Choir
‐The Interspecies 
Internet

Inspiring Speakers
Inspiring thinkers, 
doers, and idea‐

generators have helped 
to bring in over 1 billion 

views at TED.com.  
Learners will relate to 
and engage with the 

iconic and dynamic TED 
Talk speakers!

Inspiring Speakers
Inspiring thinkers, 
doers, and idea‐

generators have helped 
to bring in over 1 billion 

views at TED.com.  
Learners will relate to 
and engage with the 

iconic and dynamic TED 
Talk speakers!

Authentic Language
The language in TED 
Talk videos is natural 
and unabridged, 

providing authentic and 
thematically‐related 
examples of spoken 

English.

Authentic Language
The language in TED 
Talk videos is natural 
and unabridged, 

providing authentic and 
thematically‐related 
examples of spoken 

English.

Bono

In your English Language Learning 
classroom will bring….

Header A

New technology for every step of the 
teaching and learning process!

Presentation: 
The Classroom Presentation Tool

Practice (for each level):
Online Workbook; Student CD‐ROM; eBook

Assessment:
Assessment CD‐ROM with ExamView®
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Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

American English

Beginning – 
Intermediate

Linda Grant
American English

Intermediate-
Advanced

•  NGL.Cengage.com/wellsaid

Pronunciation for Clear Communication
The Well Said series is designed to improve the pronunciation and communication skills 
of beginner to advanced students from all language backgrounds. Both levels offer a clear 
course plan covering the essential areas of pronunciation, including stress, rhythm, and 
intonation—features that research shows help students the most. Additionally, there are 

u	New Online Workbook provides auto-graded practice and reinforcement of the  
 pronunciation goals.

u	Updated to reflect the most up-to-date research in second language pronunciation  
 learning, especially in speech intelligibility.

u	Updated Companion Websites for teachers and students include the complete audio  
 program, and more.

u	TOEFL® iBT preparation exercises provide pronunciation practice for specific   
 speaking tasks on the exam.

Linda Grant; Eve Einselen Yu

SECOND EDITION

WELL SAID SERIES INTRO, 2E 4TH EDITION

Student Book 9781305641426 9781305641365
Audio CDs 9781305641419 9781305641402
Online Workbook PAC 9781305641891 9781305641877
Student Book with Audio CDs 9781337210850 9781337210799
Student Book with Online Workbook PAC 9781337210874 9781337210812
Sutdent Book with Online Worbook PAC + Audio CDs 9781337210843 9781337210782

NEW
EDITION

NEW
EDITION
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See also Pathways: Reading, Writing and Critical Thinking on p.58.

Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

A | Read and listen to the following article. Fill in each blank with a word from the box.

afraid   ambition   challenges   encourages   inspire   professional

track 2-22

Talking about the Past

B | Ask a partner questions 1–2. Your partner will give short answers using the information in 
the article. Then switch roles for questions 3–4.

1. Does Humphreys like challenges?

2. Name some of the challenges Humphreys faced in 2011.

3. Why did Humphreys make videos of his challenges?

4. What did Humphreys learn about people and challenges?

C | Group Discussion. Form a group with two or three other students. Talk about some of 
the challenging adventures Alastair Humphreys went though. Were the challenges difficult? 
Why, or why not? 

D | Self-Reflection. Take turns asking and answering these questions with a partner. 

  Have you ever challenged yourself? How? Were you successful?

5 Infamous means something is well known for being bad. 

Thirty-five-year-old Alastair Humphreys 

believes in challenges. For example, he 

faced many challenges riding his bike 

46,000 miles around the world. Many 

thought he was a (1)  

biker, but he wasn’t! In 2011, Humphreys 

decided to go on small, challenging 

adventures inside England. He walked 

along Britain’s infamous5  road, the M25. 

Alastair swam the Thames, slept out 

underneath the stars, and spent four days 

living off the land. Each trip he took was cold and it was challenging. To (2)  

people, Humphreys made a video of ten (3) . The four-minute video  

(4)  future adventurers to sign up for a race, to do things before and after 

work, and to pick a place on a map and visit it. Humphreys believes you should not be  

(5)  of a challenge. He believes you should have (6)  too!  

He learned that people can be successful no matter how hard the challenges are. 

SPEAKING 

FAC I N G C H A L L EN G ES  |   111

LESSON A & B VIEWING

Antarctica is large. It is larger than Europe or Australia. It covers over 5 million square miles. Its thick ice holds 70 percent of the world’s fresh water. But it is also known as the world’s largest desert because it gets only about two inches of snow a year. It is also the coldest place on Earth. The average temperature is -90 degrees Celsius in winter to above freezing in summer along the coast. Many tourists visit Antarctica in the summer between November and February. They go to see the beautiful frozen land, the icebergs, and animals such as whales and seals. Antarctica is also famous for its many penguins. Antarctica is a land of beauty and challenge for the people who live and work there and for the tourists who visit.

Before Viewing
A | Critical Thinking. In Lesson A, you learned about different challenges. In this video, you will 

learn about mountain climbers who want to climb a tall rock in the challenging environment of 

Antarctica. Before you watch, discuss the questions below with a partner.1. Do you think it is difficult to get to Antarctica?
2. Antarctica is a land of ice and snow. Do you think many people or animals live there?3. Do you think it is easy to live there? 

B | Read and listen to the information about Antarctica, the land of ice and snow.

track 2-23

ANTARCTIC  
CHALLENGE  

112   |   U N I T  6

C |  Use the information in exercise B on page 112 to help you answer the questions below.  
Check your answers with a partner.
1. How large is Antarctica?
 

2. When is summer in Antarctica?
 

3. What can tourists see in Antarctica?
 

While Viewing
A | Watch the video. Complete the sentences with the correct word.

1. The team of climbers got to Antarctica by 
.2. They wanted to climb a very tall 

.3. They had to walk through a lot of 
 to get to the rock.4. The climbers did not want to 

 from the rock.B |  Watch the video again and check (✓) the different types of transportation  
the climbers used to get to the rock.

  dog sled      plane    ship    snowmobile6
C |  Read the statements. Watch the video again. Circle T for true or F for false.1. The rock was very dangerous to climb.  T F2. The mountain climbers had to be very careful  when climbing the rock. 

T F3. The mountain climbers had two flags. T F4. The mountain climbers were not happy to  reach the top of the rock. 
T F

After Viewing
 | Discussion. With a partner, discuss the following questions.1. Do you think the weather made the climb more challenging?2. Do you think climbing the rock was risky? Explain.3. Do you participate in risky sports? Why, or why not?

6   A snowmobile is a motor vehicle used to travel in the snow.

FAC IN G C H A L L EN G ES  |   113

ENGAGE: Present ing from Notes

6
UNIT

120   |   U N I T  6

In this section, you are going to give a presentation about a challenge you faced. The 
challenge can be in school, sports, or at work. You will make notes to help you present. 

A | Self-Reflection. Put a check (✓) next to the topic you would like to present. 

  An academic challenge— Did you study a subject or language that was difficult  
to learn?

  A sports challenge— Did you play a sport such as football, swimming, etc., that was 
difficult to learn?

 A work challenge—Did you need to have skills for a job that were difficult to learn?

B | Organizing Ideas. Fill in the blanks to help organize your presentation.

Topic: 

What was the challenge? 

What did you do to overcome the challenge? 

Were you successful? 

C | Making Notes. On three or four index cards, write the main ideas of your presentation.

D | Presentation. Present your topic to a small group of students. Remember you can look at 
your notes but don’t read them.

Presentation Skills: Presenting to a Group Using Notes 

When presenting, it is helpful to have notes to guide you during your presentation. It is 
important to remember that these notes are not for you to read from. They are to remind you 
what you want to say.

How to Make and Use Notes:

It’s hard to find an academic English series that is both                
stimulating and rich—Pathways has been a 

wonderful discovery.

A variety of activity types stimulate the 
academic classroom where multiple 
skills must be applied simultaneously for 
success.

►

“Engage” sections challenge learners with an end-of unit presentation 
project and offer speaking tips for formal and informal group 
communication, instructing students to interact appropriately in different 
academic situations.

►

“Viewing” sections work as a content bridge 
between Lesson A and Lesson B and include two 
pages of activities based on a fascinating video 
from National Geographic.

►

– Amy Stotts
Lecturer, Chubu University, Japan
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engage:Presenting


 

Pamela Hartmann; Nancy Douglas; Andrew Boon

Patricia A. Dunkel; Phyllis L. Lim; William Smalzer; Frank Pialorsi

•  NGL.Cengage.com/listeningandnotetaking

INSPIRE BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3

Student Book 9781133963578 9781133963684 9781133963424
Teacher's Guide    9781133963554 9781133963653 9781133963387
CD/DVD 9781133963455 9781133963646 9781133963370

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® Pro Levels 1-3: 9781133963608

LISTENING & NOTETAKING SKILLS BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3

Student Book 9781133951148 9781133950608 9781133950578
Text/Audio CDs/DVD Package 9781285953052 9781285953069 9781285953076
eBook on Vitalsource Access Code 9781285845104 9781285845111 9781285845128
eBook Student Book (Printed Card) 9781285845135 9781285845142 9781285845159

Audio CDs 9781133950998 9781133950592 9781133950561
Classroom DVDs 9781133950981 9781133950585 9781133950554

Book 1-3

American English

Intermediate – 
Advanced

Book 1-3

American English

Intermediate – 
Advanced

The new edition incorporates engaging National Geographic content and video featuring authentic 
interviews and videos with National Geographic Explorers! This unique approach engages learners 
while enhancing listening comprehension and developing notetaking and study skills.

	u Audio CDs include all the audio recordings of the academic lectures in the Student Book. 

	u Video DVD contains five authentic National Geographic videos relating to each unit.

•  NGL.Cengage.com/inspire

FOURTH EDITION

Build language skills to explore the world 
with National Geographic!
Inspire is a three-level listening and speaking program with additional content reading 
designed to create a richer speaking experience. The spectacular National Geographic 
photos and video provide enduring images that inspire learners to discover the world 
in all its brilliance.

	u A mixture of scripted and authentic audio provides opportunities for listening  
 practice.

	u Students’ communicative competence is developed through guided pair and group  
 discussion activities.

	u An extensive range of activity types includes interviews, surveys, class presentations  
 and projects, and encourages students to take their learning beyond the classroom.

	u National Geographic video offers additional opportunities for developing listening  
 comprehension and inspires discussion about the wondrous diversity of our planet.

	u The audio and video scripts are now available on the ‘Teacher Companion’ site!
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Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

Book 1-3

American English

Elementary –
Intermediate

ASIA EDITION

Book 1-4

American English

Elementary –
Intermediate

ASIA EDITION

David Nunan; Adon Berwick; Ben Adams; Steven Murray

Listen In is a three-level listening program for young adult and adult learners of English.  Offering 16 six-page topic-based units per level, 
the series uses a task-based approach to develop listening skills and strategies essential to effective communication while integrating 
speaking and pronunciation skills.

Dynamic vocabulary is combined with essential grammar, universal topics, and real-
world video situations to help give students the tools and motivation to communicate 
confidently and fluently in English.  Each of the units per level consists of two lessons, 
A and B.

LESSON A works on building up students communicative skills and features:

Vocabulary Link Key high-frequency vocabulary for everyday conversation

Listening Strategies and practice for real-life situations and contexts

Speaking Important functions and patterns for natural communication

Communication Consolidation and extension practice for greater retention and 
confidence

LESSON B works on building up students communicative skills and features:

Global Viewpoints Real-life interviews with students and professionals from around 
the world.

City Living Original dramatic episodes about six friends from different countries living, 
studying and working in New York City

Susan Stempleski; James R. Morgan; Nancy Douglas;
Andy Curtis; Huizhong Yang

Learning to Speak

	u Revised content including expanded cultural focus on Asia

	u Test Practice and Test Hint sections to help students with  
 different questions types and strategies

	u Real English section with revised listening activities

	u Grammar Focus to reinforce key grammatical points and  
 word skills

	u Exam Speaking section to practice common exam-style   
 questions

LEARNING TO SPEAK BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3 BOOK 4

Student Book with MP3 & CD ROM 9781111723453 9781111723460 9781111723750 9781111723477

LISTEN IN BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3

Student Book with Audio CD 9789814272612 9789814272629 9789814272636

• For selected countries only. Please check availability with your local National Geographic Learning representative •
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PRONOUNCING AMERICAN ENGLISH THIRD EDITION

Student Book 9781111352103
Student Book with Audio CDs Pkg 9781133261193
Audio CDs 9781111352110

Jeannette D. Bragger

Book 1-3 American English
Pre-Intermediate –
High-Intermediate 

NOW YOU’RE TALKING BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3
Student Book 9781111350543 9781111350574 9781111350581
Audio CDs 9781111350550 9781111350598 9781111350604
Instructor's Guide 9781111350567 9781111350611 9781111350628

Intermediate –
Advanced

Gertrude F. Orion

•  NGL.Cengage.com/nowyouretalking

Now You’re Talking! is a three-level strategies based conversation series designed to help 
learners develop natural spoken English skills through a wide range of contexts and 
topics.  Guided listening and speaking activities prepare students for the types of realistic 
conversations they will encounter in their daily lives.

THIRD EDITION

American English

Newly updated, this classic text continues to be the most comprehensive overview of the 
American sound system.  With an easy-to-follow format and through coverage of vowels, 
consonants, stress, and intonation, Pronouncing American English guides students to develop 
clear speech.

•  NGL.Cengage.com/pronouncingameng

TALKING! SERIES LET’S START 
TALKING

CAN’T STOP 
TALKING

NON-STOP 
TALKING

Student Book 9789814524742 9789814524759 9789814524766

Aimed at teenagers and young adults, the three-level Talking! Series is designed to create a lively, student-centered 
classroom where learners do the talking.  Topical group discussions and problem-solving approaches help increase 
students’ abilities to communicate in English in a confident and effective manner. 

George Rooks
Book 1-3

American English

Pre-Intermediate –
High-Intermediate

ASIA EDITION

 u Updated content and topics: geared towards Asian students for closer   
 identification and greater engagement.

	u Brand-new World Plus section: models native-speaker conversation skills and  
 expressions, enabling students to speak more naturally and obtain higher scores  
 on speaking assessments.

	u Easy unit navigation: clear lesson staging and topic scaffolding ensure   
 straightforward and faster lesson preparation for teachers, and easier access and  
 application for students.

	u Program flexibility: this series can be used as a stand-alone course or as a   
 companion to other courses.
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Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

See also 21st Century Communication on p.44.
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Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

Each unit contains two related reading 
passages covering a variety of real –
world topics including culture, natural 
science, social issues, the humanities, 
travel and adventure.

Interactive eBooks

l	 View on devices running on all common devices

l Access video and audio

l Practice with new embedded activities 

l Search for keywords or phrases

l Skip to any section with a functional table of contents

l Highlight text and make notes

Online Workbook

l Gives learners personalized access to a range of  
 automatically-graded exercises

l Reinforces what’s been taught in the core materials

l Allows teachers to schedule assignments, monitor  
 student and class progress, and create reports

New Reading Skill sections explicitly teach one academic 
skill or strategy per reading, enhancing learners’ reading 
comprehension.

Critical Thinking activities provide frequent practice in the 
essential skills needed for success in the classroom and 
beyond.
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Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

•  NGL.Cengage.com/focus

Book 1-4

Intermediate –
Advanced

American English

Jo McEntire; Deborah Gordon; Laurie Blass;  
Jessica Williams; Catherine Mazur-Jefferies

National Geographic Reading and Vocabulary FOCUS is an all-new, four-level reading series that provides the essential reading skills 
and vocabulary development for maximum academic readiness. Readings grounded in rich National Geographic content tap into 
learners’ curiosity about the world, naturally encouraging inquiry and opportunities to synthesize information.

u	A comprehensive, three-part vocabulary development program builds student confidence as learners encounter new  
 or unfamiliar words in academic texts

u	Academic Vocabulary sections develop the language that students will encounter in academic readings.

u	Multiword Vocabulary sections identify words that are commonly grouped together and then prompt learners to work  
 with them in different contexts for enhanced comprehension

u	Topic Vocabulary is presented as a reading preview strategy to enhance learner comprehension of the text

Essential Reading Skills and Vocabulary Development 
for Maximum Academic Readiness!

READING AND VOCABULARY FOCUS BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3 BOOK 4
Student Book 9781285173191 9781285173313 9781285173368 9781285173412
Student eBook 9781285865744 9781285865751 9781285865768 9781285865775
Audio CDs 9781285173276 9781285173337 9781285173382 9781285173436
Student Book with Audio CDs Package 9781305137813 9781305137820 9781305137837 9781305137806
Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® 9781285173283 9781285173344 9781285173399 9781285173443
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Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

132   |   U N I T  7

READINGLESSON B

IN THE DAYS of Stanley and Livingstone, much of the world was still unexplored. Today, most places 
on the surface of the world have been mapped. Some places, however, are still waiting to be discovered. 
Some of these are underground, in deep caves called blue holes.

A blue hole is a special kind of inland1 underwater cave. The cave forms when the earth above it falls in. 
Some of the world’s most spectacular2 blue holes are located in the Bahamas. The islands there may have 
more than a thousand blue holes. These caves are very deep—for example, Dean’s Blue Hole, the deepest 
blue hole in the world, is more than 660 feet (200 meters) deep. 

Diving into blue holes is extremely dangerous. Near the top of a blue hole, there is a layer of poisonous gas. 
This gas causes itching, dizziness, and—in large amounts—death. Divers must also be fast. They have to get 
in and out of a cave before their oxygen runs out. Additionally, it’s very dark in these caves, so it is very easy 
to get lost. Divers therefore have to follow a guideline3 as they swim through a blue hole. If they lose the 

guideline, they may not find their way back out of the cave.

If blue holes are so dangerous, why do explorers and scientists risk their lives to explore them? 
One reason is that these underwater caves can provide valuable scientific information. They 
provide clues about geology, archaeology, and even astrobiology—the study of life in the 

universe. For example, some blue hole creatures, such as the remipede, probably haven’t 
changed for millions of years. Divers have also found bacteria that can live without oxygen. Similar 

life forms probably existed on Earth billions of years ago. 

In addition, the oxygen-free environment of the blue holes preserves bones of humans and animals that 
fell into the caves long ago. By studying the blue holes, we can understand what life was like in prehistoric4 
times. As cave diver Kenny Broad says, “I can think of no other environment on Earth that is so challenging 
to explore and gives us back so much scientifically.”

C

D

B

A

E

I N T O  T H E  U N K N O W N

The 
remipede 
is almost 
the same 
as it was 
300 million 
years ago.

track 2-06
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Divers often risk their lives to explore extreme environments. 
Photographer Wes C. Skiles, who took this photo of Dan’s 
Cave in the Bahamas, died during a dive on July 21, 2010.

F

Windows on an Alien World?
An inland blue hole’s water is very still and has different  
layers. A layer of fresh rainwater floats on top of salt  
water. The fresh water keeps oxygen from  
the atmosphere from reaching the salt  
water. Brightly colored bacteria live where  
the two layers meet. Scientists believe  
these bacteria could teach us about  
life in outer space. Astrobiologist  
Kevin Hand says the bacteria  
may be similar to forms of life  
that might exist on Jupiter’s  
fourth largest moon, Europa.  
“Our study of life’s extremes  
on Earth,” says Hand, can help  
increase “our understanding  
of habitable environments  
off Earth.”

I N T O  T H E  U N K N O W N

1  If something is inland, it is away from the ocean.
2  If something is spectacular, it is very impressive or dramatic.
3  A guideline is a line or a rope that someone follows to go from one place to another.
4  Prehistoric people and things existed at a time before information was written down.
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  EXPLORING WRITTEN ENGLISH LESSON C

A | Read the information in the box. Then complete the chart with notes about things you want  
to do and reasons that you want to do them. 

GOAL:   In this lesson, you are going to write sentences about the following topic:  
Where would you most like to explore? Why would you like to go there?

Language for Writing: Giving Reasons with would like to + because

You can use would like to, or would love to, to introduce what you want to do. Use the 
base form of a verb after would like to. 

Use because to introduce the reason why you want to do it. Use a clause after because. 
(A clause includes both a subject and a verb.)

        I would like to explore the blue holes of the Bahamas because they look  
       very interesting. 

        I would also like to visit them because I want to see the unusual creatures that  
live there. 

       I would love to explore Central America because I’m interested in Mayan history. 

        I would also like to go there because I am learning Spanish and I want to improve 
my Spanish language skills.

Things you want to do Two reasons you want to do each one

1. 1.

2.

2. 1.

2.

3. 1.

2.

4. 1.

2.
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In the “Exploring Written English” 
section, learners relate their own 
views and experience to the unit 

theme to complete a guided writing 
assignment.

C | Linking Ideas. Read the set of sentences below. Add words and phrases to link the ideas  
and to avoid repetition.

  One place I would like to explore is Australia.

  I would love to explore Australia’s National Parks because they have many interesting animals.

  I enjoy scuba diving, so I would like to see Australia’s Great Barrier Reef.

  I want to visit Australia to see the famous Sydney Opera House. 

  I would love to travel around Australia because I really like hot weather!

D | Linking Ideas. Rewrite the second sentence from each pair of sentences you wrote in exercise B.  
Use a linking word or phrase in each one. Then read your sentence pairs aloud to a partner. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

One of the most popular places 
to explore in Australia is the 
Great Barrier Reef, home to 
many unusual types of fish, 
such as this potato cod fish.
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Integrated grammar practice and 
writing skills development provides 

scaffolding for the writing assignment.

1. A  is a class of plants or animals that have the same  
main characteristics.

2. If something is , it is discovered or noticed.

3. A  is a member of the group that includes humans, monkeys, and apes.

4. You can describe the place you are now, or the place you live, as your .

B | Predicting. Look at the photo, the title of the video, and the vocabulary words in exercise A.  
What do you think the video is about?

a.  Mireya Mayor travels through a dangerous jungle.      b.  Mireya Mayor tries to save endangered animals.

c.  Mireya Mayor finds a new kind of primate.

While Viewing
A | As you view the video, circle whether statements 1–5 are true (T) or false (F).

1. Mouse lemurs may be the smallest primates in the world.   T F

2. Mouse lemurs mainly eat leaves and insects.  T F

3. Mouse lemurs drink water from streams and rivers.  T F

4. One reason mouse lemurs are considered primates is because they have large brains.  T F

5. Another primate characteristic is large eyes.  T F

After Viewing
A | Discuss the statements (1-5) above with a partner. Correct the false statement(s).

B | Synthesizing. Answer the questions with your own ideas.

1. Based on what you learned from reading the passage on pages 125–126 and watching the  
video, describe Mireya Mayor’s personality.

2. Which do you think was the more important achievement—retracing  
Stanley’s journey or discovering a new species? Why?

 Primatologist Mireya Mayor holds a newly discovered mouse lemur.

Before Viewing
A | Using a Dictionary. Here are some words you will hear in the video. Complete each 

definition with the correct word. Use your dictionary to help you.

identified 
primate 
species  
surroundings      

VIEWING

Madagascar              
      Discovery
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“Viewing” tasks related to an 
authentic National Geographic video 
serve as a content-bridge between 

Lessons A and B. 

See also Pathways: Listening, Speaking and Critical Thinking on p.46.
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Book 1-4

American English

Elementary – 
High-Intermediate

ASIA EDITION

Book 1-4

American English

Pre-Intermediate –
Advanced

ASIA EDITION

Book 1-3

American English

Pre-Intermediate –
High-Intermediate

ASIA EDITION

New Reading & Vocabulary Development series just got better! The new 
edition of these popular books help students develop reading skills and 
systematically increase their active vocabulary from 300 to 2100 words.

Patricia Ackert; Linda Lee; Harry Haynes; Eric Hawkins; 
Jessica Beek; Stefan Kostarelis

NEW READING &  
VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT

BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3 BOOK 4

Student wth Audio CD 9789865840556 9789865840563 9789865840570 9789865840716

READING TO ACHIEVE BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3
Student Book 9789865840419 9789865840426 9789865840433

READING MASTER BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3 BOOK 4
Student Book 9789865840266 9789865840280 9789865840310 9789865840396

New Reading & 
Vocabulary Development

Reading Master

READ to Achieve

James Baron

The Reading Master books consist of twelve units and four review units. 

Reading texts are the focal point of every unit around which the rest of the components are based. They include 
examples of the grammar points that will be taught plus related language and themes. 

Post-reading exercises consists of Reading Overview, Reading Comprehension and Multiple Matching sections 
which test all aspects of your understanding of the texts. 

Vocabulary consists of Find the Word, Key Word, Phrasal Verbs and Vocabulary Helper sections that are all 
geared toward enhancing your vocabulary and building on the reading through a variety of exercises. 

Grammar has a main teaching point that will build on and explain examples that can be found in the reading 
texts. 

Thinking Cap is a series of follow-up questions that call on students to expand on their understanding of the 
texts. To assist with the reading and writing process, a crucial tips section is included. 

Cultural Notes are fun tidbits that spotlight interesting and quirky issues related to the reading texts.

Read to Achieve is a three-level reading series that enhances readers’ language and reading 
comprehension skills. Each book consists of 100 articles that are grouped by category. The articles 
are designed to both develop readers’ language abilities and expand their knowledge of the real 
world.

Read to Achieve strives to do more than teach language through rote memorization. Articles are 
designed to promote discussion and debate. Readers are encouraged to form, express, and support 
their thoughts and opinions in English. The accompanying comprehension questions ensure that 
readers understand the article’s core issues and main points.

Read to Achieve doesn’t only encourage readers to learn English—it encourages them to use English.

Charles Tracy; Stephen Bachman; Rich Issak

• For selected countries only. Please check availability with your local National Geographic Learning representative •

• For selected countries only. Please check availability with your local National Geographic Learning representative •

• For selected countries only. Please check availability with your local National Geographic Learning representative •
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The Our World Readers are six-level of original stories, folktales, myths, and non-
fiction from around the globe.  Each Our World Reader is a great way to support 
the language covered in the Student Books, encourage reading for fun, and bring 
storytelling into your English language-learning classroom.

To make it easy to use the Our World Readers in your curriculum, a graded reader is 
available to support the theme and language of each unit.  Each includes fun facts 
and activities and is also available as Story Time in the Our World Video.

Bring Storytelling into 
          Your Classroom!

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
READERS READERS READERS
9781285190655 The Kings New Clothes 9781285190730 The Ant & The Grasshopper 9781285191270 Anansis Big Dinner
9781285190686 Little Red Hen is Cooking 9781285190709 Art Class 9781285191232 Country Mouse Visits City Mouse
9781285190679 My BodyYour Body 9781285190778 A Big Lesson for Little Frog 9781285191249 Getting to School Around the World
9781285190662 The Toys 9781285190761 Hare is Scared 9781285191300 Coyotes Weekend
9781285190648 The Three Bears 9781285190754 My Day 9781285191256 The Four Blind Men
9781285190693 Too Many Animals 9781285190723 The North Wind & The Sun 9781285191294 Holiday Colours & Lights
9781285190631 We All Pull 9781285190792 Stone Soup 9781285191263 Mouse Deer in the Rainforest
9781285190617 What's In my Classroom? 9781285190747 The Three Pigs 9781285191225 Caring for Elephand Orphans
9781285190624 Where are The Animals 9781285190785 What Jobs Do They Do 9781285191287 Tortoise & Hares race
BIG BOOKS BIG BOOKS
9781285191614 The Kings New Clothes 9781285191676 The Ant & The Grasshopper
9781285191645 Little Red Hen is Cooking 9781285191751 Art Class
9781285191638 My Body Your Body 9781285191713 A Big Lesson for Little Frog
9781285191621 The Toys 9781285191706 Hare is Scared
9781285191607 The Three Bears 9781285191690 My Day
9781285191652 Too Many Animals 9781285191669 The North Wind & The Sun 
9781285191591 We All Pull 9781285191737 Stone Soup
9781285191744 What's In my Classroom? 9781285191683 The Three Pigs
9781285191584 Where are The Animals 9781285191720 What Jobs Do They Do

Level 4 Level 5 Level 6
READERS READERS READERS
9781285191324 The Empty Pot 9781285191485 Amazing Beaches 9781285191546 Advertising Techniques: Do you Buy it?
9781285191355 The Green Rabbit 9781285191447 Cave People Karawari Vanishing Culture 9781285191560 Better Lives wtth Bionics

9781285191386 Hurums Hobby 9781285191430 How the Milky Way Be  gan 9781285191515 How Quetzalcoatl Brought Chocolate to 
the People 

9781285191317 The Mirror 9781285191416 How Tiger Got His Stripes 9781285191508 King Midas and his Golden Touch
9781285191331 Rhodopis 9781285191461 Popocatépetl and Iztaccíhuatl 9781285191539 Odon and the Tiny Creatures

9781285191362 Storm Along & The Giant 
Octopus 9781285191423 The Songbirds' Fulte 9781285191577 The Flying Dutchman

9781285191379 Sweet Surprises 9781285191478 The Tailor and His Coat 9781285191522 The River Dragons

9781285191348 Tender Flower &  
The Medicine 9781285191409 The Tale of Thunder and Lightning 9781285191553 The Shark Kings Cave

9781285191393 The Tug of War 9781285191454 Two Brothers, Two Rewards 9781285191492 Young Cú Chulainn

American English 
is also available!

From around the globe...

original stories non-fiction

folktales
myths

•  NGL.Cengage.com/ourworld

British English

American English

British English
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Page Turners 
Reading Library

Level 1-12

Beginning –
Pre-Intermediate 

American English

•  NGL.Cengage.com/pageturners

Sue Leather; Julian Thomlinson; Robert Waring, Series Editor

Readers you won’t want to put down! 
Page Turners is a twelve-level series of high interest for learners of English.  Fun and easy to read, this is a series learners  
won’t want to put down!

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4
Come Home 9781424046621 Beautiful Game 9781424048779 Kitchen Love Story 9781424046393 Heart of a Fighter 9781424046430
Roommates 9781424048977 Hacker 9781424046492 Running Free 9781424046386 Trust 9781424046447
Soccer Crazy 9781424046539 You Just Don’t Know Her 9781424046485 The Angels 9781424046409 Bigfoot 9781424046454
Somebody Better 9781424046416 He's Mine 9781424046638 The Lift 9781424048878 All About the Music 9781424046461
Road Trip 9781424048830 It's Just a Cat 9781424048885 Second Chances 9781424046423 All or Nothing 9781424046478
Level 5 Level 6 Level 7 Level 8
The Secret Beach 9781424018420 Picture in the Attic 9781424017959 Nature 9781424046584 Danny Dark 9781424017935
Gone 9781424048731 Best Friends 9781424046508 Dead Before Midnight 9781424018413 Light 9781424046645
Dino Nightmare 9781424046522 The Choice 9781424046553 A New Song for Nina 9781424046591 Kilimanjaro 9781424048755
The 400 9781424018437 Three Tales of Deadly 

Desire 
9781424046546 The Man from the Sky 9781424046515

Level 9 Level 10 Level 11 Level 12
Bad Blood 9781424018390 Reunited 9781424018406 Mercy Killer 9781424017942 Deadly Truth 9781424048915
The Long Road to Lucca 9781424048762 Joe Faust 9781424017966 Control Order 51 9781424048892 The Stranger 9781424048922
Resistance 9781424048908 Samurai 9781424048847 The Art of Fear 9781424018383 Oscar's Journey 9781424048939
The Yellow Field 9781424048748 The Boathouse 9781424048854 The Battle Big Tree 

Country 
9781424048861

u	50 titles, running words cover from 3,000 to 20,000 words

u	Genres include action, romance, thriller, crime, mystery, drama and more.

u	Each reader includes a Review Section assessing comprehension, an extra non-fiction reading related to the reader  
 topic, and a glossary.

u	Free MP3 recordings of every reader are available online.

u	Downloadable worksheets are available for instructor’s online.

WINNER OF THE 
ADOLESCENT & ADULT:

INTERMEDIATE CATEGORY

WINNER OF THE 
ADOLESCENT & ADULT:
ELEMENTARY FINALIST 

2012 CATEGORY

WINNER OF THE 
ADOLESCENT & ADULT:

HIGH-INTERMEDIATE & ADVANCED 
FINALIST 

2014 CATEGORY

WINNER OF THE 
ADOLESCENT & ADULT:

HIGH-INTERMEDIATE & ADVANCED 
FINALIST 

2012 CATEGORY

WINNER OF THE 
ADOLESCENT & ADULT:

BEGINNER FINALIST 
2012 CATEGORY
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Titles by Level and Theme
FOOTPRINT READING LIBRARY

AMERICAN ENGLISH BRITISH ENGLISH
LEVEL 1900
Incredible Animals
Beagle Patrol 9781424011995 9781424011025
Giant Cave Crocs! 9781424012008 9781424011032
Fascinating Places
Opal Town 9781424012015 9781424011049
Confucious in China 9781424012022 9781424011056
Remarkable People
Bird Girl 9781424008445 9781424011162
The Life of a Geisha 9781424012046 9781424011070
Exciting Activities
Chuckwagon Racing 9781424012053 9781424011087
Para-Life Rescue! 9781424012060 9781424011094
Amazing Science
Mysterious Crop Circles 9781424012336 9781424011407
Tornado Chase 9781424012084 9781424011117

Level 1900 Teacher's Manual 9781424012411 9781424012817
Level 1900 E-Book Access (EAC) 9781424058280 9781424073351
Level 1900 E-Book Acess (PAC) 9781424073221 9781424073214
Level 1900 DVD 9781424012572 9781424012572
Level 1900 Video (NTSC) 9781424012657 9781424012657
Level 1900 Video (PAL) 9781424013050 9781424013050
Level 1900 Audio CD 9781424012497 9781424012893
Level 1900 ExamView 9781424012732 9781424013135
Level 1900 Class Library Set 9781111005672 9781408018231

LEVEL 2200
Incredible Animals
Polar Bears in Trouble 9781424012312 9781424011124
Cheetahs in Focus 9781424012107 9781424011131
Fascinating Places
The Black Diamonds of Provence 9781424008476 9781424011148
Shark Alley 9781424012114 9781424011155
Remarkable People
A Chinese Artist in Harlem 9781424006380 9781424011179
The Gauchos of Argentina 9781424012039 9781424011063
Exciting Activities
The Great Kite Fight 9781424012138 9781424011186
Extreme Skydiving 9781424012145 9781424011193
Amazing Science
Aquarium on Wheels 9781424012152 9781424011209
How's the Weather? 9781424012169 9781424011216

Level 2200 Teacher's Manual 9781424012428 9781424012824
Level 2200 E-Book Access (EAC) 9781424058303 9781424073368
Level 2200 E-Book Acess (PAC) 9781424073252 9781424073245
Level 2200 DVD 9781424012589 9781424012589
Level 2200 Video (NTSC) 9781424012664 9781424012664
Level 2200 Video (PAL) 9781424013067 9781424013067
Level 2200 Audio CD 9781424012503 9781424012909
Level 2200 ExamView 9781424012749 9781424013142
Level 2200 Class Library Set 9781111005702 9781408018323

LEVEL 2600
Incredible Animals
Koalas 9781424012176 9781424011223
The King of the Spiders 9781424012183 9781424011230
Fascinating Places
The Hidden Treasures of Egypt 9781424012190 9781424011247
The Exciting Streets of Barcelona 9781424012206 9781424011254
Remarkable People
Dinosaur Builder 9781424012213 9781424011261
Snake Detective 9781424012220 9781424011278
Exciting Activities
Canyaking Adventure 9781424012237 9781424011285

AMERICAN ENGLISH BRITISH ENGLISH
Space Walk 9781424012244 9781424011292
Amazing Science
The Amazing Human Body 9781424012251 9781424011308
Saving the Amazon Together 9781424012268 9781424011315
Level 2600 Teacher's Manual 9781424012435 9781424012831
Level 2200 E-Book Access (EAC) 9781424058327 9781424073375
Level 2200 E-Book Acess (PAC) 9781424073283 9781424073276
Level 2600 DVD 9781424012596 9781424012596
Level 2600 Video (NTSC) 9781424012671 9781424012671
Level 2600 Video (PAL) 9781424013074 9781424013074
Level 2600 Audio CD 9781424012510 9781424012916
Level 2600 ExamView 9781424012756 9781424013159
Level 2600 Class Library Set 9781111005740 9781408018330

LEVEL 3000
Incredible Animals
The Perfect Swarm 9781424012275 9781424011322
Red Devils 9781424012282 9781424011339
Fascinating Places
The Varied Cultures of China 9781424012299 9781424011346
The Orient Express 9781424012305 9781424011353
Remarkable People
Natacha's Animal Rescue 9781424012091 9781424011360
Afghanistan's Heroic Artists 9781424012329 9781424011377
Exciting Activities
Living in the Slow Lane 9781424012350 9781424011384
Firewalking 9781424012343 9781424011391
Amazing Science
Mars on Earth 9781424012077 9781424011100
Alternative Energy 9781424012367 9781424011414

Level 3000 Teacher's Manual 9781424012442 9781424012848
Level 3000 E-Book Access (EAC) 9781424058341 9781424073382
Level 3000 E-Book Acess (PAC) 9781424074471 9781424074464
Level 3000 DVD 9781424012602 9781424012602
Level 3000 Video (NTSC) 9781424012688 9781424012688
Level 3000 Video (PAL) 9781424012527 9781424013081
Level 3000 Audio CD 9781424012527 9781424012923
Level 3000 ExamView 9781424012763 9781424013166
Level 3000 Class Library Set 9781111005757 9781408018347
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Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

PM Silver Tales & Plays Androcles and Lion 9789814281300
PM Silver Traditional Tales & Plays Bear and the Trolls 9789814281348
PM Silver Traditional Tales & Plays Dick Whittington 9789814281317
PM Silver Traditional Tales & Plays Robin Hood Silver 
Trophy

9789814281324

PM Silver Traditional Tales & Plays Sleeping Beauty 9789814281331
PM Silver Traditional Tales & Plays Strange Shoe 9789814281355
PM Turquoise Traditional Tales & Plays Brave Little Tailor 9789814281157
PM Turquoise Traditional Tales & Plays Elves & Shoemaker 9789814281164
PM Turquoise Traditional Tales & Plays  
Goldilocks and 3 Bears

9789814281126

PM Turquoise Traditional Tales & Plays  
Little Red Riding Hood

9789814281133

PM Turquoise Traditional Tales & Plays Stone Soup 9789814281140
PM Turquoise Traditional Tales & Plays Ugly Duckling 9789814281171

ASIA EDITION

This five-level series retells 30 classic tales in a simplified language and form that children easily understand.  Teachers can use the tales in 
guided reading sessions and children can later read them with confidence and understanding.  A script at the end of each reader together 
with suggestions in the Teachers’ Book makes it easy for instructors to bring these plays to life through live performances.  The Teachers’ 
Book even includes cut-out masks to add fun to role plays!  

PM LIBRARY  
Traditional Tales and Plays

9789814281157  9789814281164 9789814281126              9789814281140 9789814281133 9789814281171  

PM LIBRARY TRADITIONAL TALES AND PLAYS TURQUOISE LEVELS 

9789814281195  9789814281218           9789814281225 9789814281201 9789814281232 9789814281188

PM LIBRARY TRADITIONAL TALES AND PLAYS PURPLE LEVELS 

9789814281355  9789814281300              9789814281348    9789814281324 97898142813179789814281331

PM LIBRARY TRADITIONAL TALES AND PLAYS SILVER LEVELS  

97898114281287    9789814281294            9789814281256 9789814281263 9789814281270 9789814281249

PM LIBRARY TRADITIONAL TALES AND PLAYS GOLD LEVELS

PM Traditional Tales and Plays 
PM Gold Traditional Tales & Plays Beauty and the Beast 9789814281249
PM Gold Traditional Tales & Plays Cinderella 9789814281256
PM Gold Traditional Tales & Plays Jack and Magic Harp 9789814281263
PM Gold Traditional Tales & Plays Rumplestiltskin 9789814281270
PM Gold Traditional Tales & Plays Seven Follish Fisherman 9789814281287
PM Gold Traditional Tales & Plays Snow White and 7 Dwafts 9789814281294
PM Orange Traditional Tales & Plays Billy Goats Gruff 9789814281102
PM Orange Traditional Tales & Plays Chicken Licken 9789814281065
PM Orange Traditional Tales & Plays Gingerbread Man 9789814281072
PM Orange Traditional Tales & Plays Little Red Hen 9789814281089
PM Orange Traditional Tales & Plays Tale of Turnip 9789814281096
PM Orange Traditional Tales & Plays Three Little Pig 9789814281119
PM Purple Traditional Tales & Plays Animal Band 9789814281201
PM Purple Traditional Tales & Plays Boy Who Cried Wolf 9789814281218

PM Purple Traditional Tales & Plays Hare & Tortoise 9789814281225
PM Purple Traditional Tales & Plays Puss in Boots 9789814281188
PM Purple Traditional Tales & Plays Sly Fox and  
Little Red Hen

9789814281195

PM Purple Traditional Tales & Plays Town Mouse Count 
Mouse

9789814281232
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World Windows Series
Level 1 - Student Book
Weather 9781133492818
Workbook 9781133493228
Float or Sink? 9781133566175
Workbook 9781133493006
Ways to Travel 9781133492801
Workbook 9781133493211
Senses 9781133492757
Workbook 9781133493174
Animals Move 9781133566137
Workbook 9781133492962
My Friend and I 9781133492689
Workbook 9781133493099
School Rules 9781133492733
Workbook 9781133493150
Things Made of Wood 9781133492788
Workbook 9781133493198
In the Neighborhood 9781133566212
Workbook 9781133493044
Parts of a Tree 9781133310822
Workbook 9781133493112
ScienceTeacher's Guide 9781133492825
Science CD-ROM (5 titles in 1) 9781133492887
Social Studies Teacher's Guide 9781133492832
Social Studies CD-ROM (5 titles in 1) 9781133492894
Level 2 - Student Book
Seasons 2 9781133492740
Workbook 9781133493167
Habitats 2 9781133566205
Workbook 9781133493037
Push and Pull 2 9781133492726
Workbook 9781133493143

National Geographic 

World Windows is a non-fiction reading series which helps students build language skills 
and learn about the world around them.  This three-level course is designed for emergent 
readers and features a rich variety of National Geographic images and content.  Through 
topics as diverse as earth science and economics, students will be exposed to a wide 
variety of text types, structures, and features.

Each reader is accompanied by a full-colour workbook with activities and exercises 
to reinforce their learning.  A multi-ROM is also available and features an interactive 
version of the reader and many more exercises.

•  NGL.Cengage.com/worldwindows

Level 1-3

Beginning –
Pre-Intermediate

u	 Introduces students to a variety of text types commonly used in non-fiction texts –  
 recounts, informational, persuasive and procedural.

u	Non-fiction can be more challenging than fiction because there is more than one  
 way to organize a non-fiction text.  You can find the following text structures in   
 World  Windows: description/listing, sequence, compare and contrast, cause &   
 effect  and problem& solution.

u	Non-fiction text features support or add to information in the main text. World 
 Windows introduces students to a wide range of text features, including: table   
 of contents, captions, charts, diagrams, flow charts, glossary, graphs, heading,   
 illustrations, and index.

u	Each reader in the series focuses on a particular comprehensive strategy to   
 improve students’ reading skills.

Pumpkins 2 9781133492719
Workbook 9781133493136
Polar Bears 2 9781133492702
Workbook 9781133493129
Maps 2 9781133492672
Workbook 9781133493082
Jobs 2 9781133492641
Workbook 9781133493051
Goods 2 9781133566199
Workbook 9781133493020
The City and the Country 2 9781133492771
Workook 9781133493235
Good Citizens 9781133566182
Workbook 9781133493013
Science Teacher's Guide 9781133492849
Science CD-ROM (5 titles in 1) 9781133492900
Social Studies Teacher's Guide 9781133492856
Social Studies CD-ROM (5 titles in 1) 9781133492917
Level 3 - Student Book
Butterflies 3 9781133566144
Workbook 9781133492979
Earth 3 9781133566151
Workbook 9781133492986
Magnets 3 9781133492665
Workbook 9781133493075
Animal Groups 3 9781133566120
Workbook 9781133492955
Solids, Liquids, and Gases 3 9781133492764
Workbook 9781133493181
Taking Care of Our Earth 9781133566151
Workbook 9781133492986

Land and Water 3 9781133492658
Workbook 9781133493068
A Savings Plan 3 9781133566113
Workbook 9781133492948
New Year Celebrations 3 9781133492696
Workbook 9781133493105
Thomas Edison 3 9781133492795
Workbook 9781133493204
Famous Landmarks 3 9781133566168
Workbook 9781133492993
Science Teacher's Guide 9781133492863
Science CD-ROM (5 titles in 1) 9781133492924
Social Studies Teacher's Guide 9781133492870
Social Studies CD-ROM (5 titles in 1) 9781133492931

American English
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Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

20 UNIT 2 • A Noun

Grammar for Writing

thing: a lemonperson: Sam place: Mexico

What Is a Noun?
 ✓ A noun is the name of a person, place, or thing.

person a boy    a girl     my teacher  Joe   Ellen    Mrs. Lopez

place a city     our country  a hotel      Paris  Mexico  Central Hotel

thing a language     a watch     a bed     a leg  Honda    Pepsi

 ACTIVITY 1 Finding Nouns in Sentences

Circle the 21 nouns in these sentences. �e number in parentheses ( ) tells you the number of nouns in 
each sentence.

My Favorite Food

 1. What is your favorite food? (1)

 2. �is is an excellent question.  (1)

 3. My favorite food for breakfast is a sandwich with eggs.  (4)

 4. My favorite food for lunch is salad.  (3)

 5. My favorite food for dinner is chicken with lemons 
and red peppers.  (5)

 6. My favorite food for dessert is chocolate. (3)

 7. Chocolate is the best food. (2)

 8. I like to eat chocolate a�er dinner.  (2)

28 UNIT 2 • A Noun

 ACTIVITY 13 Which Words Do You Know?

�is list has 47 words with the sound of e in bed. 

 1. Notice the spelling patterns.

 2. Check ✓ the words you know.

 3. Look up new words in a dictionary. Write the meaning in your Vocabulary Notebook.

Common Words

Building Vocabulary and Spelling

Learning Words with the Sound of e in bed*

e = b e d  �is sound is usually spelled with the letters e, ea, a, ai, ay, and ie.

b e d h e a d

*List is from: ESL Spelling Vocabulary List © 2013 Keith Folse

GROUP 1:

Words spelled with e

 1. b e d  

 2. b e s t 

 3. c h e c k 

 4. e g g 

 5. e n d

 6. e n t e r

 7. e v e r y

 8. e x e r c i s e

 9. g e t

 10. h e l l o

 11. h e l p

 12. l e f t

 13. l e g

 14. l e t

From the new Foundations level   Available Now!

“Building Vocabulary 
and Spelling”  helps 
beginning-learners master 
spelling, comprehension, 
and pronunciation. 

►

“Grammar for Writing”  includes 
clear charts that give learners 
focused access to the beginning-
level structures needed to 
support the writing goals. 

►

Each unit contains word lists that represent targeted 
vowel sounds. This vocabulary is arranged in groups 
according to spelling and includes the most frequent 
and useful words.

►

My beginning students need extensive practice activities that focus on 
sentence structure (grammar), basic punctuation, vocabulary, and spelling. The 
exercises in Foundations are clearly guided composition activities 
that I developed for the beginning writing classes I teach in our ESL writing 
course.  I’ve seen my beginning students of all language backgrounds make 
tremendous progress in their English proficiency with these exercises.

– Dr. Keith S. Folse
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Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

•  NGL.Cengage.com/weavingittogether

Book 1-4

American English

Elementary –
High-Intermediate

Weaving It Together connects high-interest readings with clear writing activities.  Learners build both reading and writing skills through 
understanding relevant readings and confidently expressing concepts and ideas in carefully structured writing exercises.  By connecting 
these two necessary competencies, learners seamlessly develop both language and academic skills.

WEAVING IT TOGETHER FOURTH EDITION BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3 BOOK 4
Student Book 9781305251649 9781305251656 9781305251663 9781305251670
Student eBook 9781305260887 9781305260894 9781305260900 9781305260917
Student Book with Audio CD 9781305522664 9781305522671 9781305522688 9781305522695

Audio CD 9781305251687 9781305251694 9781305251700 9781305251717
Teacher’s Guide 9781305251724 9781305251731

Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® 9781305251748 9781305252677

u New and updated readings, featuring National Geographic explorers, motivate students to  
 apply essential reading skills.

u Writing skills are introduced and practiced following every reading, guiding students through the writing process.

u “Discussion” and “Critical Thinking” sections challenge students to increase comprehension while analyzing the  
 reading passages. 

u “Readings from Literature” in every level expose students to an important reading genre.

u Contextualized vocabulary practice helps students build academic vocabulary.

u “Weaving it Together” sections include timed writing prompts and critical thinking questions, further connecting the  
 unit theme to reading and writing skills.

Connect high-interest readings with 
effective writing skills

NEW
EDITION
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REFINING COMPOSITION SKILLS SIXTH EDITION
Student Book 9781111221195
Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® 9781111220549

DEVELOPING COMOPOSITION SKILLS THIRD EDITION
Student Book 9781111220556
Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® 9781111220549

Intermediate

American English

High-Intermediate –
Advanced

American English

•  NGL.Cengage.com/refcompskills

•  NGL.Cengage.com/devecompskills

Mary K. Ruetten

Students achieve academic success by 
learning writing through reading!
The new edition of this best-selling series combines comprehensive 
development and practice in the rhetorical modes while integrating instruction 
in reading, grammar, critical thinking, and vocabulary.

Developing Composition Skills focuses students on narrating, describing, 
analysing, comparing and contrasting, classifying, and evaluating at the 
paragraph level and offers a complete introduction that bridges the gap between 
the paragraph and the essay.

u “Building Vocabulary Skills” sections provide vocabulary skills presentation   
 and practice with excerpts from the Collins COBUILD dictionaries to enrich  
 development.

u Editing practice in every chapter focuses students on common writing mistakes and  
 helps them develop accuracy.

u New and updated readings act as springboards and models for student writing.

u Updated grammar instruction and practice provide students with tools needed to  
 achieve their writing goals.

u A full-color and more visual presentation offers a contemporary and streamlined  
 approach that makes it easier for students to learn.

u New Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® allows instructors to create tests and  
 quizzes quickly and easily.

Regina L. Smalley; Mary K. Ruetten; Joann Rishel Kozyrev

Refining Composition Skills develops essay writing skills needed for success at 
the college level by thoroughly reviewing and presenting the following rhetorical 
modes: compare and contrast, example, classification, process analysis, cause and 
effect, and argument.
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•  NGL.Cengage.com/writingclearly

Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

100  Sourcework: Academic Writing From Sources

CHAPTER 5
BUILDING A PAPER: Refine
Now that you’ve written one or more draft s of your paper, your goal is to 
make sure you’ve presented your ideas so that they are clear to the reader. 
Your job is to create a reader-friendly paper that smoothly guides the reader 
from one idea to the next. To do this, you will need to read through your 
sentences one by one with your reader in mind, considering how well each 
sentence presents your ideas and how clearly these ideas link to each other. 
To help you identify strengths and weaknesses in your paper, it is useful to 
communicate directly with your reader. Your readers for this paper are your 
teacher and classmates. By talking with or writing to your reader, you can 
think about how another person might understand your paper.To refine your paper, you will add some finishing touches to your 

 introduction and conclusion and to the language you use to link ideas 
clearly. You will also formally document your evidence. Based on your 
readers’  comments and your own editing, you can polish your paper so 
it is cohesive and rich in detail.

In this chapter you will practice the following:Revising your introduction and conclusion
• 

Revising your use of language for cohesion
• 

Documenting your evidence
• 
By the end of this chapter, you will have written an eff ective introduction and conclusion, used lexical and grammatical techniques to make your writing cohesive, and documented your 

evidence. Aft er considering feedback from your classmates, you will write the final version of your research paper.

352097-CH05-100-138_pp3.indd   100

3/8/11   7:42:10 PM

Part One: Chapter 5 Building a Paper: Refine  101WRITING INTRODUCTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Because introductions and conclusions form the reader’s first and last 
impression of your paper, they deserve special attention. Oft en, in writing the 
body of the paper, the introduction and conclusion are hurriedly written and 
not very eff ective. Now is the time to revise these two sections with the reader 
in mind. Revising your introduction and conclusion at the same time can 
ensure that the beginning and ending of your paper link together smoothly.

Elements of an Eff ective IntroductionAs your fi rst contact with your reader, the introduction is an opportunity to 
engage your reader’s interest and identify the purpose of your essay. In an 
eff ective introduction, you accomplish three things:1. Engage your reader and introduce your topic.2. Establish your purpose.

3. State your thesis.

Celebrating the revolution, French citizens sent King Louis XVI to the guillotine. Every 
Halloween day in ancient Rome, the most evil criminals were executed at the city 
square. In the 1800s, in an eff ort to deter crime in the United States, hundreds of 
bank robbers, killers, and horse thieves were hanged in front of the public. Capital 
punishment has been a useful and powerful tool to protect justice and deter crime. 
However, in the last half of the 20th century, the death penalty has faced increasing 
opposition. Many people, especially members of churches, are against capital 
punishment. Most advanced countries have eliminated the death penalty (“Down With 
the Death Penalty,” 1998). While it is true that the death penalty has some negative 
points, it is still a powerful and useful tool. Therefore, so as to deter crime, to give 
fairness to victims and their families, and to punish inhumane criminals, our society 
should keep the death penalty.

EXAMPLE OF AN EFFECTIVE INTRODUCTION

Introduction to the topic
• 

: In the opening sentences, the writer engages the 
reader’s curiosity by giving examples of public executions from three historical 
periods. From the fi rst three sentences, we assume that the topic will be 
the death penalty, but wonder what the writer will say about it because the 
examples he gives are from such diff erent situations.Purpose: • Next, the writer explains why the topic is important. He states, 
“Capital punishment has been a useful and powerful tool to protect justice 

352097-CH05-100-138_pp3.indd   101

3/8/11   7:42:15 PM

American English

Advanced

Nancy E. Dollahite; Julie Haun

SECOND EDITION

The second edition of Sourcework, designed to help students make use of outside 
sources has been updated and enhanced to better guide writers through the 
challenges of their first academic research papers. With new university-level readings 
and updated activities, this flexible text helps students master the writing and critical 
thinking skills necessary to produce strong academic essays using supporting 
evidence.

WRITING CLEARLY THIRD EDITION  
Student Book 9781111351977

SOURCEWORK SECOND EDITION  
Student Book 9781111352097

American English

High-Intermediate –
Advanced

The third edition of Writing Clearly: Grammar for Editing helps students become 
independent self-editors through thorough error analysis.  Focusing on the fifteen most 
common areas of difficulty for English language learners, this definitive guide offers 
clear grammar explanation, self-help strategies, and additional exercises for practice.

u Expanded pre-test and post-test sections help pinpoint trouble areas and  
 measure students’ success

u A full-color design engages learners and makes navigation easier

u A comprehensive online instructor’s guide helps instructors effectively and  
 efficiently respond to and correct students’ writing

u Photo-based assignments encourage students to practice the writing skills  
 learned in every unit

u In-depth editing exercises reflect changes in technology and new trends in  
 instruction

Janet Lane; Ellen Lange

•  NGL.Cengage.com/sourcework

NEW
EDITION
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TOP 20
Student Book [International Edition] 9781424017485

Student Book 9780618789672

TOP 10
Student Book [International Edition] 9781424017478

Student Book 9780618481057

Top 10  focuses on correcting the top 10 most common grammatical errors that 
beginning writers make.

Keith S. Folse; Elena Vestri Solomon; Donna M. Tortorella

Top 10 Great Grammar for Great Writing

Keith S. Folse; Elena Vestri Solomon; Barbara Smith-Palinkas

Top 20 Great Grammar for Great Writing 

American English

Pre-Intermediate – 
Intermediate 

American English

Intermediate – 
Advanced 

u Straightforward grammar explanations allow students to understand how    
 structures are used in writing

u Guided activities encourage students to learn about typical grammar errors,    
 identify them, and then correct them

u Strong emphasis on editing exercises teaches the self-editing skills students need   
 to develop into successful writers

Top 20 reviews the 20 most troublesome grammar points students struggle with 
in their writing.

KEY CONCEPTS: READING AND WRITING 
ACROSS THE DISCIPLINES

BOOK 1 BOOK 2 

Student Book 9780618474615 9780618474622

•  NGL.Cengage.com/keyconceptsrw

•  NGL.Cengage.com/top10

•  NGL.Cengage.com/top20

Barbara Smith-Pakinlas; Kelly Croghan-Ford

Key Concepts helps students master the academic content, vocabulary, and reading and 
writing skills they need to succeed.

American English

Intermediate –  
Advanced

Book 1-2

u Authentic academic writing models help contextualize grammar   
 exercises

u A variety of exercises show students how to find and correct common  
 grammatical errors

u New chapter on how to edit essays enhances learner independence

u Improved grammar explanations help students to bridge the gap   
 between their writing and native-speaker writing
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81Grammar and Vocabulary

Stories matter. Many stories matter. Stories can 
be used to empower and humanize.

— Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Novelist
21st Century Reading book 3 (see p.52-p.53)

Program

Page

Elementary Pre-
Intermediate Intermediate High-

Intermediate Advanced

Grammar Explorer   NEW EDITION • • • 82

Grammar in Context   NEW EDITION • • • • 83

ACEL Learning 84

The Heinle Picture Dictionary |  
The Heinle Picture Dictionary for Children 

• • • 85

Practical Grammar | More Grammar Practice • • • • • 86

Quotes from TEDTALKS







We are pleased to introduce these English language reference books from Acel Learning Publising Company, based in Singapore. The 
content is skills-based, with specific focus on “ boosting” vocabulary knowledge and writing skills for young learners. The ideal supplement 
book for all English language learners.

Rosalind Fergusson, Stephen Curtis, Betty Kirkpatrick

Intermediate –
High-Intermediate

British English

Vocabulary Booster

u Bits and Pieces Book 1 
 Introduces 35 useful phrases - helps learners expand their  
 vocabulary, providing them with more interesting synonyms to  
 use for everyday words

u Word Families Book 1 • Book 2 • Book 3
 Features 50 word families and 450 words - helps students  
 acquire a rich vocabulary with ease by presenting rhyming  
 words in the context of light-hearted cartoons and humorous  
 stories

u Word Formation Book 1 • Book 2 • Book 3 
 Helps learners gain confidence in using a wide range of related  
 words, such as the way new words can be formed by adding  
 endings or prefixes to a key word

u Synonyms and Antonyms Book 1 • Book 2 • Book 3 
 Encourages students to build on their vocabulary knowledge  
 and  will enable learners to explore cohesion in their texts  

u Stories behind Idioms Book 1 • Book 2 
 Features a total of 100 idioms, all of which have a story behind  
 them. These will make the learning of idioms easier and more  
 interesting as well as give an insight into other aspects of  
 Western Culture

u Connect Amazing Western Culture – Idioms 
 Provides students with a link between language and culture  
 using  typical English idioms and phrases. Readers gain an  
 insight into the ideas and beliefs behind popular English idioms.

u Idioms by Theme for Compositions 
 This book has a thematic approach to help students choose the  
 best idiom or phrase and how to use it in a variety of contexts

Writing Booster

u Connecting Sentences Book 1 • Book 2 • Book 3 
 Encourages students to use a wide range of English   
 connectors to enhance their writing  

u Sentence Skills Book 1 • Book 2 • Book 3 
 Helps learners to construct meaningful sentences. Students  
 are encouraged to explore different types of sentences with  
 varying lengths and then add to their written texts.

u Editing Skills Lower Secondary • Upper Secondary
 Features comprehensive coverage on how to avoid typical  
 grammatical errors. Guides students on how to edit the   
 grammatical errors in their own writing.

Available to sell in Korea, Japan, Cambodia, Myanmar, Indonesia, Philippines, 
Vietnam and Malaysia
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87Test Preparation and
College Preparation

Program
Level Page

Elementary Pre-
Intermediate Intermediate High-

Intermediate Advanced

The Complete Guide to IELTS  NEW! • • • 88

Spotlight on First | Spotlight on Advanced • • • 89

Achieve IELTS | Bridge to IELTS • • • • 90

Exam Essentials Practice Test 1 and 2: IELTS |  
Cambridge English Advanced (CAE) |  
Cambridge English First (FCE)

• • • 91

IELTS Express • • • 92

Asia Edition: Easy Pass to TOEIC NEW! |  
                        Challenge the TOEIC® Test

 • • • • 93

Asia Edition: Express to the TOEIC® Test | 
                        Listening PRO

• • 94

Complete Guide to the TOEIC® Test   NEW EDITION • • • 95

Introductory Guide to the TOEIC® Test |  
Achieve TOEIC BridgeTM | Achieve TOEIC®

• • • • 96

The Complete Guide to the TOEFL® Test  - iBT Edition • • • 97

The Complete Guide to the TOEFL® Test  - PBT Edition • • • 97

Online Tutorial for the TOEFL®  iBT • • • 98

If you really care about starting a movement, have the 
courage to follow and show others how to follow.

— Derek Sivers, Entrepreneur
21st Century Reading book 2 (see p.52-p.53)

Quotes from TEDTALKS





Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

SPOTLIGHT ON FIRST SECOND EDITION
Student's Book + DVD 9781285849485
Exam Booster + Audio CD + DVD (with Answer Key) 9781285849508
Exam Booster + Audio CD + DVD (without Answer Key) 9781285849515
Teacher’s Book 9781285849492

SPOTLIGHT ON ADVANCED SECOND EDITION
Student's Book + DVD 9781285849362
Exam Booster + Audio CD + DVD (with Answer Key) 9781285849386
Exam Booster + Audio CD + DVD (without Answer Key) 9781285849393
Teacher’s Book 9781285849379

Intermediate –
High-Intermediate

British English

High-Intermediate –
Advanced

British English

Jon Naunton and John Hughes 

Spotlight on First  is a fully comprehensive course that has been revised to be in line with 
the new Cambridge English exam specifications for January 2015.  It prepares adults and 
younger learners to excel in the revised exam.

An exciting new feature of the revised edition is the Ideas Generator.  Test takers need to 
generate ideas to pass the Speaking and Writing papers of the exam.  The Ideas Generator 
uses National Geographic videos to stimulate students’ interest in common exam topics, 
help them build ideas about these topics and gather the language they need to effectively 
write or speak about them.  After each video lesson students will have a bank of ideas, 
functional language and vocabulary tied to eight topics that commonly appear in the 
exam.

One of the most difficult parts of the exam for students is the Speaking Test.  The Speaking 
Test videos and worksheets prepare to deal with this challenge by getting them to engage 
with simulations of all four parts of the Speaking Test.

John Hughes  
Jon Naunton  

Spotlight on 

Multi-ROM with  
National Geographic  

Video

First

Student’s Book 
Second Edition

Completely updated 
for the 2015 exam 
specifications

(FCE)

Spotlight 
on First

Spotlight 
on Advanced

SECOND EDITION

SECOND EDITION

Francesca Mansfield and Carol Nuttall

Spotlight on Advanced is a fully comprehensive course that has been revised to be in line 
with the new Cambridge English exam specifications for January 2015.  It prepares adults and 
younger learners to excel in the revised exam.

An exciting new feature of the revised edition is the Ideas Generator.  Test takers need to 
generate ideas to pass the Speaking and Writing papers of the exam.  The Ideas Generator uses 
National Geographic videos to stimulate students’ interest in common exam topics, help them 
build ideas about these topics and gather the language they need to effectively write or speak 
about them.  After each video lesson students will have a bank of ideas, functional language 
and vocabulary tied to eight topics that commonly appear in the exam.

One of the most difficult parts of the exam for students is the Speaking Test.  The Speaking Test 
videos and worksheets prepare to deal with this challenge by getting them to engage with 
simulations of all four parts of the Speaking Test.

Carol Nuttall  
Francesca Mansfield  
 

Spotlight on 

Multi-ROM with  
National Geographic  

Video

Advanced 

Student’s Book 
Second Edition

Completely updated for the  
2015 exam specifications 
by Language Testing 123 

(CAE)
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IELTS ‘Express’ Tips

u	‘Express’ Tips are simple, practical, easy-to-use videos which focus on key sections  
 of the IELTS test,  especially those which are traditionally problematic for candidates.

u	All IELTS ‘Express’ Tips are designed by IELTS Express author, teacher and trainer,  
 Richard Hallows

u	Find the tips on the National Geographic Learning  YouTube channel@ 
 www.youtube.com/NGLearningUK

Intermediate –  
High-Intermediate

British English
Richard Hallows; Martin Lisbao; Mark Unwin

The Fast Track to IELTS Success! 

IELTS Express is a two-level preparation course for students at Intermediate and 
Upper Intermediate levels.

This popular IELTS preparation course has been completely revised. The Student’s 
Book has been redesigned and almost all of the photographs, graphs and charts 
have been replaced.  All of the reading and listening texts have been updated and 
are new.

u Short course books, highly focused on exam skills and techniques paper  
 by paper, task by task

u Each IELTS Express Student’s Book is an ideal choice for short  
 preparation courses of 30-40 hours, and can be easily extended for  
 courses up to 90 hours.

•  NGL.Cengage.com/ieltsexpress

IELTS EXPRESS SECOND EDITION INTERMEDIATE HIGH-INTERMEDIATE
Student Book 9781133313069 9781133313021
Workbook with Audio CD 9781133313014 9781133316206
Teacher's Guide with DVD 9781133312987 9781133316626
Class Audio CDs 9781133316596 9781133316619

We find the IELTS Express series very well-suited for our leaners, who 
want to achieve an IELTS band score from 4 to 6. With its concise but 
specific tips, and practical and essential guidelines, the series is a good 
choice for teachers in both Academic and General IELTS preparation 
courses. The accompanying Speaking DVD is highly recommended if 
you want to make an end-of-course speaking session well-rounded. 

– Huynh Thi Ai Nguyen
Academic Manager, Vietnam USA Society English, Centers, VIETNAM
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Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

Book 1-3

American English

Pre-Intermediate – 
Intermediate

ASIA EDITION

Book 1-3

American English

Intermediate –  
High-Intermediate

ASIA EDITION

EASY PASS TO TOEIC ASIA EDITION BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3 
Student Book 9789814653077 9789814653084 9789814653091

CHALLENGE THE TOEIC TEST ASIA EDITION BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3 
Student Book 9789814424691 9789814424707 9789814424714

Easy Pass to the TOEIC® Test series features seven parts.  
Each focuses on one part of the TOEIC® Test.

Each unit contains the following components:

Jessica Beck

u Eight test strategies are presented, with explanation, examples, practice   
 exercises, and test practice.

u Five to Eight vocabulary skill sets are presented, with explanation,   
 examples, practice exercises, and test practice.

u One to Three grammar skill sets are presented, with explanation,   
 examples, practice exercises, and test practice.

u All strategies and skill sets are directly connected to the TOEIC® test.
u  Two complete TOEIC® Practice Tests.

u Explanation and examples of one part of the TOEIC® test
u Explanation and examples of a strategy, as it connects to the TOEIC® test
u Set I of strategy practice exercises which guide the student in discovering   

 and exploring the strategy
u Set II of strategy practice exercises which allow the student to utilize the   

 strategy, ensuring comprehension
u TOEIC® test practice which focuses on the strategy just learned
u Explanation and examples of a skill, either grammar or vocabulary, as it   

 connects to the TOEIC® test
u Set I of skill practice exercises which guide the student in discovering and   

 exploring the language point
u Set II of skill practice exercises which allow the student to utilize the new   

 language point, ensuring comprehension
u TOEIC® test practice which focuses on the strategy just learned
u Review exercises which bring together the strategy and skill
u Suggestions for further practice of strategy and skill, using authentic   

 English-language media materials

Challenge the TOEIC® Test provides valuable test practice.  The series offers students an 
opportunity to raise their general English ability while learning important test-taking skills 
such as time management.

Each book in the series has three practice tests featuring questions similar to those in 
the official TOEIC® test.  A wide range of topics covered in the tests, form general office 
management and travel to real estate and marketing.

Practicing with this book, you will learn how to manage your time during the exam, as well 
as better understand what to expect on the actual test.

PRACTICE Each book has three full-length practice tests

LISTEN    The audio program features American, British, Canadian, and Australian speakers 
 in the style of the official exam

REVIEW    All 600 questions in each book are explained in detail

Marc Anthony; Lance Gura; Jenny Wilsen

got disclaimers

NEW!

• For selected countries only. Please check availability with your local National Geographic Learning representative •

• For selected countries only. Please check availability with your local National Geographic Learning representative •
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Jenny Wilsen

For your course and learning solutions, visit elt.heinle.com
Visit our corporate website at www.cengage.com

Express to the TOEIC® Test

2 

A
u

di
o 

CD In
cluded

ISBN-13:978-986-5840-25-9ISBN-10:986-5840-25-1

Organized with a streamlined approach, this user-friendly guide is designed to 

help test-takers prepare for the TOEIC® test in an effective way and at the same 

time, improve their overall English Language proficiency. It may be used for 

classroom-based preparation or self-study.
  The book includes:
．An informative introduction giving a general overview of the test’s format
．A Diagnostic Test to help candidates learn how the test works and determine 

　the areas where further study is needed．Seven chapters of test-taking strategies, each concentrating on one part of 

　the test and comprising of easy-to-follow strategies, clear examples with 　　　

　explanations, and varied practice exercises．Two Mini Tests reviewing the skills learned in the test-taking strategies 　　　

　chapters for listening and reading comprehension．Two full-length Practice Tests in the TOEIC® format
．A Vocabulary Review with test-format exercises covering some of the main 　

　language areas commonly found in the test．A Grammar Review with explanations, examples and test-format exercises 　

　covering some of the main grammar points in the test
．The audio program with all the listening material in the book featuring native 

　English speakers from the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, 　　　

　Australia and New Zealand

2
Express to the TOEIC® Test

TOEIC® is a registered trademark of Educational Testing Service (ETS). 

This publication is not endorsed or approved by ETS.

Level 1-2

American English

Pre-Intermediate – 
Intermediate

ASIA EDITION

Level 1-3

American English

Pre-Intermediate – 
Intermediate

ASIA EDITION

Jenny Wilsen
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For your course and learning solutions, visit ngl.cengage.com
For product information, visit www.cengageasia.com

TOEIC® is a registered trademark of Educational Testing Service (ETS). 
This publication is not endorsed or approved by ETS.
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Organized with a streamlined approach, this user-friendly guide is designed to 
help test-takers prepare for the TOEIC® test in an effective way and at the same 
time, improve their overall English language proficiency. It may be used for 
classroom-based preparation or self-study.

  The book includes:

．An informative introduction giving a general overview of the test’s format
．A Diagnostic Test to help candidates learn how the test works and determine 
　the areas where further study is needed
．Seven chapters of test-taking strategies, each concentrating on one part of 
　the test and comprising of easy-to-follow strategies, clear examples with 　　　
　explanations, and varied practice exercises
．Two Mini Tests reviewing the skills learned in the test-taking strategies 　　　
　chapters for listening and reading comprehension
．Two full-length Practice Tests in the TOEIC® format
．A Vocabulary Review with test-format exercises covering some of the main 　
　language areas commonly found in the test
．A Grammar Review with explanations, examples and test-format exercises 　
　covering some of the main grammar points in the test
．The audio program with all the listening material in the book featuring native 
　English speakers from the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, 　　　
　Australia and New Zealand

ISBN-13:978-986-5840-24-2
ISBN-10:986-5840-24-3

1

Jenny Wilsen

Express to the 
TOEIC® Test

Express to the 
TOEIC® Test 1 

Key Features and Benefits:

u Seven chapters of test-taking strategies, each concentrating on  
 one part of the test and comprising easy-to-follow strategies,  
 clear examples with explanations, and varied practice exercises

u A Diagnostic Test to help candidates learn how the test works  
 and determine the areas where further study is needed

u Two Mini Tests reviewing the skills learned in the test-taking  
 strategies chapters for listening and reading comprehension

u A Vocabulary Review with test-format exercises covering some  
 of the main language areas commonly found in the test

u A Grammar Review with explanations, examples and test- 
 format exercises covering some of the main grammar points in  
 the test

u Two full-length Practice Tests in the TOEIC® format

u The audio program with all the listening material in the book  
 featuring native English speakers from the United States, 

Jenny Wilsen

Key Features and Benefits:

u 15 practical units  
 Units built around a topic related to daily English, and are jam-packed with   
 eye-catching photos to help stimulate conversation and interest 

u Authentic-sounding listening passages  
 Listening passages, both conversations and extended one-person talks, on   
 topics related to business and everyday English 

u Skill building activities  
 Each unit contains four parts with activities to help build listening 
 comprehension ability, improve vocabulary usage, self-expression and   
 discussion skills 

u Vocabulary focus  
 One page dedicated to improving usage and understanding of core words   
 related to the unit topic 

u Review Units  
 Comprehensive tests reviewing concepts and vocabulary from the previous   
 three units 

u Practice Tests  
 Useful 10-question tests reviewing concepts and vocabulary from the unit  
 This series can be used as the main text for a general listening course or   
 standardized test preparation course, or as a supplement to an integrated skills  

Jenny Wilsen

TOEIC® is a registered trademark of 
Educational Testing Service (ETS). 
This publication is not endorsed or 
approved by ETS.
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For your course and learning solutions, visit ngl.cengage.com
For product information, visit www.cengageasia.com

ISBN-13:978-986-5840-36-5  
ISBN-10:986-5840-36-7

 

Developed to help pre-intermediate to upper intermediate learners improve 
their English listening ability for general listening as well as for preparation for 
standardized tests such as the TOEIC® test. 

This book includes:

．15 practical units
　Units built around a topic related to daily English, and are jam-packed with  
　eye-catching photos to help stimulate conversation and interest

．Authentic-sounding listening passages
　Listening passages, both conversations and extended one-person talks, on 
　topics related to business and everyday English

．Skill-building activities
　Each unit contains four parts with activities to help build listening comprehension 
　ability, improve vocabulary usage, self-expression and discussion skills

．Vocabulary focus
　One dedicated page to improve usage and understanding of core words related 
　to the unit topic

．Review Units
　Comprehensive tests reviewing concepts and vocabulary from the previous 
　three units

．Practice Tests
　Useful 10-question tests reviewing concepts and vocabulary from the unit

This series can be used as the main text for a general listening course or 
standardized test preparation course or as a supplement to an integrated skills 
course.

Components

Student Book, Audio CD, Teacher’s Manual, Test Bank, Presentation Tool

Listening PRO 
Total Mastery of TOEIC® Listening Skills

Jenny Wilsen

TOEIC® is a registered trademark of Educational Testing Service (ETS). This publication is not endorsed or approved by ETS.
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For your course and learning solutions, visit ngl.cengage.com
For product information, visit www.cengageasia.com

Developed to help pre-intermediate to upper intermediate learners improve 

their English listening ability for general listening as well as for preparation for 

standardized tests such as the TOEIC® test. This book includes:
．15 practical units
　Units built around a topic related to daily English, and are jam-packed with  

　eye-catching photos to help stimulate conversation and interest
．Authentic-sounding listening passages　Listening passages, both conversations and extended one-person talks, on 

　topics related to business and everyday English．Skill-building activities　Each unit contains four parts with activities to help build listening comprehension 

　ability, improve vocabulary usage, self-expression and discussion skills
．Vocabulary focus
　One dedicated page to improve usage and understanding of core words related 

　to the unit topic
．Review Units
　Comprehensive tests reviewing concepts and vocabulary from the previous 

　three units
．Practice Tests
　Useful 10-question tests reviewing concepts and vocabulary from the unit
This series can be used as the main text for a general listening course or 

standardized test preparation course or as a supplement to an integrated skills 

course.

Components
Student Book, Audio CD, Teacher’s Manual, Test Bank, Presentation Tool

Listening PRO Total Mastery of TOEIC® Listening Skills

ISBN-13:978-986-5840-37-2  
ISBN-10:986-5840-37-5

 

Jenny Wilsen

TOEIC® is a registered trademark of 
Educational Testing Service (ETS). 
This publication is not endorsed or 
approved by ETS.
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CEF Listening PRO   
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For your course and learning solutions, visit ngl.cengage.com
For product information, visit www.cengageasia.com

Developed to help pre-intermediate to upper intermediate learners improve 
their English listening ability for general listening as well as for preparation for 
standardized tests such as the TOEIC® test. 

This book includes:

．15 practical units
　Units built around a topic related to daily English, and are jam-packed with  
　eye-catching photos to help stimulate conversation and interest

．Authentic-sounding listening passages
　Listening passages, both conversations and extended one-person talks, on 
　topics related to business and everyday English

．Skill-building activities
　Each unit contains four parts with activities to help build listening comprehension 
　ability, improve vocabulary usage, self-expression and discussion skills

．Vocabulary focus
　One dedicated page to improve usage and understanding of core words related 
　to the unit topic

．Review Units
　Comprehensive tests reviewing concepts and vocabulary from the previous 
　three units

．Practice Tests
　Useful 10-question tests reviewing concepts and vocabulary from the unit

This series can be used as the main text for a general listening course or 
standardized test preparation course or as a supplement to an integrated skills 
course.

Components

Student Book, Audio CD, Teacher’s Manual, Test Bank, Presentation Tool

Listening PRO 
Total Mastery of TOEIC® Listening Skills

ISBN-13:978-986-5840-38-9  
ISBN-10:986-5840-38-3

 

EXPRESS TO THE TOEIC TEST ASIA EDITION LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 
Student Book 9789865840242 9789865840259

LISTENING PRO  ASIA EDITION BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3 
Student Book 9789865840365 9789865840372 9789865840389

• For selected countries only. Please check availability with your local National Geographic Learning representative •

• For selected countries only. Please check availability with your local National Geographic Learning representative •
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Achieve TOEIC Bridge™ is designed for beginning and intermediate level learners who are planning 
to take the TOEIC Bridge test. This easy to use guide includes an introduction to the TOEIC Bridge test, 
strategies for preparing as well as three mini tests and two full-length tests.

u Overview and explanation of the contents of the TOEIC tests

u 3 mini-tests to diagnose and review problem areas

u 2 full-length practice tests of 100 questions each

u Strategies for preparing for each section of the test including study tips, clear    
 examples and authentic exercises

Achieve TOEIC Bridge™ 
Renald Rilcy   

 Elementary – 
Intermediate

British English

 Elementary –  
High-Intermediate

Intermediate –
Advanced

British English

ACHIEVE TOEIC BRIDGE
Student Book 9780462004457

ACHIEVE TOEIC
Student Book 9780462004464

Achieve TOEIC® is designed for higher-level students planning to take the TOEIC® test. It features authentic 
practice tests as well as giving strategies for preparing for and taking the test.

u Overview and explanation of the contents of the TOEIC tests

u 3 mini-tests to diagnose and review problem areas

u 2 full-length practice tests of 100 questions each

u Strategies for preparing for each section of the test including study tips, clear examples and   
 authentic exercises

u Audio CD with listening components featuring a range of native English speakers

u Vocabulary and grammar review sections with thorough explanations, examples and   
 exercises in TOEIC test format

u Full appendix including an answer key with helpful explanations and complete audioscript

Renald Rilcy   

Achieve TOEIC® 

American English

Bruce Rogers   

The Introductory Guide to the TOEIC® Test was written to complement the Complete Guide to the 
TOEIC® Test, which was designed for more advanced English Language students.  Used together, the 
two books present a two-level TOEIC® preparation course.  Used alone, The Introductory Guide to the 
TOEIC® Test provides a short course option.

u Seven “Preview Tests”, seven “Review Tests” and over 50 “Skill-Building Exercises” provide   
 ample instructional and practice opportunities

u Two “Complete Practice Tests” simulate actual tests in terms of format, content, and level of   
 difficulty

u Grammatical explanations and explanations of other testing points are clear and simple,   
 appropriate for students at this lower level

u Learners preview lists of potentially unfamiliar words before the exercises as a point of   
 instruction and to insure success and answer keys are available for all the exercises and tests

Introductory Guide  
to the TOEIC® Test

INTRODUCTORY GUIDE TO THE TOEIC® TEST  
Student Book 9781413008913

Audio CDs 9781413010589

Answer Key 9781413013184

Student Book with Answer Key + Audio CDs Pkg 9781413013924
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•  NGL.Cengage.com/onlinetutorialtoefl

Intermediate –
Advanced

American English

Online Tutorial for the

TOEFL® iBT

Online Tutorial for the TOEFL® iBT combines innovative technology with a unique 

learning pedagogy to prepare students for TOEFL® exam success.

u An electronic diagnostic test individually assesses each student and creates a  
 customized learning path that allows them to focus their study

u The tutorial includes over 10 hours of study for all four parts of the TOEFL® exam –  
 reading, listening, speaking and writing

u Speaking practice identifies errors in pronunciation, fluency, word stress, and  
 linkage, providing immediate feedback using Carnegie Speech technology

u Students independently identify areas needing improvement through self-  
 assessment activities in each section.

u Two practice tests that simulate versions of the TOEFL® exam follow the   
 preparation for each section of the exam

u Now available in three configurations: The Complete Edition, Listening and  
 Speaking only, and Reading and Writing only.  All versions include Practice Tests!

Prepare for the TOEFL® iBT – online!

Analyzes student speech using advanced 
speech recognition technology

Practice exercises based on each students’  
Customized Learning Plan

Simulates TOEFL® iBT test-taking 
experience

Online Tutorial for the TOEFL® iBT 
 is powered by...

About MyELT
MyELT is an Internet-based learning management system designed just for 
English language teachers and students.  Instructors use My ELT to assign Heinle 
online learning content, track student grades, create student progress reports, 
and more.  Students use MyELT to complete the online activities, monitor their 
own learning progress, and review as necessary.

About Carnegie Speech
Carnegie Speech’s technology pinpoints errors in the sounds, 
grammar, rhythm, pitch and fluency of the student’s speech and provides 
individualized instruction that maximizes improvement and minimizes training 
time.
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Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing
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ConCept │ praCtiCe │ reality

ConCept │ praCtiCe │ reality

ISBN-13:978-986-5840-64-8  
ISBN-10:986-5840-64-2

Book 3 of the new Work AdvAntAge series is designed to assist upper intermediate 
learners of English in immersing themselves in the working world. Work AdvAntAge 
includes a variety of activities that will help students gain fluency in topics relevant in the 
contemporary corporate environment. The topics included in the book have been specifically 
geared towards the learners of today, whether they are entering the work force for the first 
time, or have been employed for years and are simply seeking the competitive edge they 
need to get to the next level.

§ reading comprehension exercises develop students’ reading abilities by providing   
 them with articles, announcements, and e-mails that exemplify typical documents and  
 correspondence they will encounter in the working world. 

§ Listening comprehension exercises help students learn to retain what they have heard  
 through conversations that strive to cement in their minds the terminology they will hear  
 and use in an English-speaking office environment.

§ The Case Study highlights skills that businesses around the world practice routinely,  
 ultimately providing examples relevant to the unit topics.

§ The grammar section explains key grammar points while reinforcing these skills through  
 the unit materials.

§ vocabulary words are taught throughout the units to give students a broad base on which  
 they can form their own thoughts and ideas in English.

§ TOEIC®-style review tests and strategies will give students the   
 confidence to take and pass the TOEIC® test when they feel that they  
 are ready.

Components 
Student Book, Audio CD, Teacher’s Manual, Test Bank, Presentation Tool

Common European Framework

CeF Work Advantage

A2 1

B1 2

B2 3

For your course and learning solutions, visit ngl.cengage.com
For product information, visit www.cengageasia.com

WORK ADVANTAGE LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3
Student Book 9789865840624 9789865840631 9789865840648

Level 1-3

American English

Pre-Intermediate –
High-Intermediate

ASIA EDITION

Level 1-2

American English

Elementary –
Pre-Intermediate

ASIA EDITION

Jeff Curran, K.A. Wright; Joseph Henley

u Reading comprehension exercises develop students’ reading abilities by  
 providing them with articles, announcements, and emails that exemplify typical  
 documents and correspondence they will encounter in the working world. 

u Listening comprehension exercises help students learn to retain what they  
 have heard through conversations that strive to cement in their minds the  
 terminology they will hear and use in an English-speaking office environment.

u Case Study highlights skills that businesses around the world practice routinely,  
 ultimately providing examples relevant to the units’ topics.

u Grammar section explains key grammar points while reinforcing these skills  
 through the units’ materials.

u Vocabulary words are taught throughout the units to give you a broad base on  
 which you can form your own thoughts and ideas in English.

u TOEIC® - style Review tests and strategies will give you the confidence to take  
 and pass the TOEIC® test when you feel that you are ready.

Book 1 in the Work AdvAntAge series is written with the intention of teaching pre-
intermediate learners of English how to build their English-speaking abilities in the workplace. 
Work AdvAntAge includes twelve units that are designed to help students prepare for 
common office interactions. The topics in this book cover a wide range of situations one 
might encounter in the workplace. This book is helpful to those of students who are just 
entering the workforce, and it’s also helpful to those of students who are looking to take their 
career to the next level.

§ reading comprehension exercises develop students’ reading abilities by providing   
 them with articles, announcements, and e-mails that exemplify typical documents and  
 correspondence they will encounter in the working world. 

§ Listening comprehension exercises help students learn to retain what they have heard  
 through conversations that strive to cement in their minds the terminology they will hear  
 and use in an English-speaking office environment.

§ The Case Study highlights skills that businesses around the world practice routinely,  
 ultimately providing examples relevant to the unit topics.

§ The grammar section explains key grammar points while reinforcing these skills through  
 the unit materials.

§ vocabulary words are taught throughout the units to give students a broad base on which  
 they can form their own thoughts and ideas in English.

§ TOEIC®-style review tests and strategies will give students the   
 confidence to take and pass the TOEIC® test when they feel that they  
 are ready.

Components 
Student Book, Audio CD, Teacher’s Manual, Test Bank, Presentation Tool

Work AdvAntAge

Common European Framework

CeF Work Advantage

A2 1

B1 2

B2 3
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Book 2 in the Work AdvAntAgE series is devised to help intermediate English learners 

develop the necessary skills for diverse workplace environments. This exciting series includes 

a wide range of activities to prepare students for the real world. Whether it’s taking orders 

for a client, or closing a business contract, Work AdvAntAgE has you covered. All of the  

topics are current and related to modern business practices, including entrepreneurship, 

e-commerce, and customer service, etc.§ reading comprehension exercises develop students’ reading abilities by providing   

 them with articles, announcements, and e-mails that exemplify typical documents and  

 correspondence they will encounter in the working world. 
§ Listening comprehension exercises help students learn to retain what they have heard  

 through conversations that strive to cement in their minds the terminology they will hear  

 and use in an English-speaking office environment.§ The Case Study highlights skills that businesses around the world practice routinely,  

 ultimately providing examples relevant to the unit topics.
§ The grammar section explains key grammar points while reinforcing these skills through  

 the unit materials.
§ vocabulary words are taught throughout the units to give students a broad base on which  

 they can form their own thoughts and ideas in English.
§ TOEIC®-style review tests and strategies will give students the   

 confidence to take and pass the TOEIC® test when they feel that they  

 are ready.
Components Student Book, Audio CD, Teacher’s Manual, Test Bank, Presentation Tool
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Book 3 of the new Work AdvAntAge series is designed to assist upper intermediate 
learners of English in immersing themselves in the working world. Work AdvAntAge 
includes a variety of activities that will help students gain fluency in topics relevant in the 
contemporary corporate environment. The topics included in the book have been specifically 
geared towards the learners of today, whether they are entering the work force for the first 
time, or have been employed for years and are simply seeking the competitive edge they 
need to get to the next level.

§ reading comprehension exercises develop students’ reading abilities by providing   
 them with articles, announcements, and e-mails that exemplify typical documents and  
 correspondence they will encounter in the working world. 

§ Listening comprehension exercises help students learn to retain what they have heard  
 through conversations that strive to cement in their minds the terminology they will hear  
 and use in an English-speaking office environment.

§ The Case Study highlights skills that businesses around the world practice routinely,  
 ultimately providing examples relevant to the unit topics.

§ The grammar section explains key grammar points while reinforcing these skills through  
 the unit materials.

§ vocabulary words are taught throughout the units to give students a broad base on which  
 they can form their own thoughts and ideas in English.

§ TOEIC®-style review tests and strategies will give students the   
 confidence to take and pass the TOEIC® test when they feel that they  
 are ready.

Components 
Student Book, Audio CD, Teacher’s Manual, Test Bank, Presentation Tool

Common European Framework

CeF Work Advantage

A2 1

B1 2

B2 3

For your course and learning solutions, visit ngl.cengage.com
For product information, visit www.cengageasia.com

u WARM-UP EXERCISES: These exercises familiarize readers with the context of the  
 unit. A few key terms are introduced, and readers are made to feel comfortable with  
 the subject matter to come. 

u LISTENING EXERCISES: More key terms are introduced in two conversations in 
 each unit. These conversations are followed by sentence and conversation   
 completion exercises to stress retention of the target vocabulary, as well additional  
 exercises.

u READING TEXT: This text introduces readers to more vital information related to the  
 topic  of each unit, with special emphasis on strengthening their reading   
 comprehension skills. Following each text are true or false questions and reading 
 comprehension questions. 

u GRAMMAR: In each unit, a different grammatical concept is introduced. 

u WRITING EXERCISE: After each grammatical concept is introduced via explanation  
 and examples, readers can engage in a writing exercise designed to apply this   
 newly learned material. 

u SPEAKING EXERCISE: Wrapping up each unit is a speaking exercise. Readers can  
 pair up and ask each other guided questions as a warm-up. Then, readers will   
 implement what they have learned throughout the unit by planning out and then  
 delivering a longer speech to their partner.

Audio C D Included

On the Road 
Tourism English 

for Travelers

For your course and learning solutions, visit ngl.cengage.com

For product information, visit www.cengageasia.com

ISBN-13:
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5840-32-
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ISBN-10:
986-5840

-32-4

The On the Road series features fifteen units and five review units.

Key Features

．Modern references and themes presented in a context that is both relevant and informative.

．Related listening and reading exercises specially designed to emphasize key points. 

．A central grammatical focus for each unit. 

．Useful vocabulary that can be applied in daily life. 

．Fun and engaging examples of contemporary English as it relates to the experience of life on the road. 

Each unit contains the following components:

．Warm-up exercises These exercises familiarize readers with the context of the unit. A few key 

　terms are introduced, and readers are made to feel comfortable with the subject matter to come. 

．Listening exercises More key terms are introduced in two conversations in each unit. These 

　conversations are followed by sentence and conversation completion exercises to stress retention of 

　the target vocabulary, as well as additional exercises.

．reading text This text introduces readers to more vital information related to the topic of each 

　unit, with special emphasis on strengthening their reading comprehension skills. Following each text 

　are true or false questions and reading comprehension questions. 

．grammar In each unit, a different grammatical concept is introduced. 

．Writing exercise After each grammatical concept is introduced via explanation and examples, 

　readers can engage in a writing exercise designed to apply this newly learned material. 

．speaKing exercise  Wrapping up each unit is a speaking exercise. Readers can pair up and ask each  

　other guided questions as a warm-up. Then, readers will implement what they have learned throughout 

　the unit by planning out and then delivering a longer speech to their partner. 

components

Student Book, Audio CD, Teacher’s Manual, Test Bank, Presentation Tool
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The On the Road series features fifteen units and five review units.

Key Features
．Modern references and themes presented in a context that is both relevant and informative.
．Related listening and reading exercises specially designed to emphasize key points. 
．A central grammatical focus for each unit. 
．Useful vocabulary that can be applied in daily life. 
．Fun and engaging examples of contemporary English as it relates to the experience of life on the road. 

Each unit contains the following components:

．Warm-up exercises These exercises familiarize readers with the context of the unit. A few key 
　terms are introduced, and readers are made to feel comfortable with the subject matter to come. 

．Listening exercises More key terms are introduced in two conversations in each unit. These 
　conversations are followed by sentence and conversation completion exercises to stress retention of 
　the target vocabulary, as well as additional exercises.

．reading text This text introduces readers to more vital information related to the topic of each 
　unit, with special emphasis on strengthening their reading comprehension skills. Following each text 
　are true or false questions and reading comprehension questions. 

．grammar In each unit, a different grammatical concept is introduced. 

．Writing exercise After each grammatical concept is introduced via explanation and examples, 
　readers can engage in a writing exercise designed to apply this newly learned material. 

．speaKing exercise  Wrapping up each unit is a speaking exercise. Readers can pair up and ask each  
　other guided questions as a warm-up. Then, readers will implement what they have learned throughout 
　the unit by planning out and then delivering a longer speech to their partner. 

components

Student Book, Audio CD, Teacher’s Manual, Test Bank, Presentation Tool

On the Road 

On the Road 
Tourism English 
for Travelers

Joseph Henley; Andrew Crosthwaite

got disclaimers

ON THE ROAD BOOK 1 BOOK 2
Student Book with CD 9789865840327 9789865840334

• For selected countries only. Please check availability with your local National Geographic Learning representative •

• For selected countries only. Please check availability with your local National Geographic Learning representative •
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Richard Shearn; Andrew Ferris; Greg Tackett

This three-level series prepares students for working in English.  All four English skills–
reading, listening, speaking and writing–are included in each unit.  Essential professional 
English skills are included as well, such as giving presentations, participating in meetings 
and negotiating.  This series will provide learners with the essential tools for working in a 

global world, as well as preparing them for the TOEIC Test.

Complete professional English preparation and practice through:

u Real-world professional simulations and scenarios

u Extensive grammar sections

u Professional and interview skills

u Job hunting and interview skills

u Consistent “Critical Thinking” sections teach the critical thinking skills necessary for  
 academic success

u TOEIC® style practice tests

Book 1-3

American English

Pre-Intermediate –
High-Intermediate

ASIA EDITION

Book 1-3

American English

Pre-Intermediate –
High-Intermediate

ASIA EDITION

ENGLISH AT WORK BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3
Student Book 9789866121616 9789866121623 9789866121630

FIRST STEPS TO YOUR CAREER BOOK 1 BOOK 2 BOOK 3
Student Book 9789814455596 9789814455602 9789814455619

Tae Kudo; Mike Corsini

The new series First Steps to Your Career is designed to assist pre-
intermediate to high-intermediate English learners in leveraging their 
language skills to make their way up the professional ladder.  First Steps 
to Your Career includes a variety of activities to prepare students for both 
professional and casual office interaction.  Topics are specifically tailored to 
help learners make their way in today’s ever-changing business environment.

u Listening comprehension exercises develop students’ listening skills by  
 entertaining them with lively conversations and news stories.

u Each unit’s Grammar Focus outlines key points and allows students to put  
 tips into practice

u Class activities allow teachers to get students out of their seats and speaking  
 with classmates.

u Culture Corner sections expose students to the many differences between  
 Eastern and Western business practices.

u Two reading sections per unit develop students’ reading comprehension  
 skills using a variety of topics related to the modern business world,  
 including valuable tips regarding interviews, entertaining clients and staying  
 connected after leaving a job.

u Vocabulary activities help students to better remember newly learned terms  
 by putting them to use right away.

• For selected countries only. Please check availability with your local National Geographic Learning representative •

• For selected countries only. Please check availability with your local National Geographic Learning representative •
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Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

ENGLISH AT WORK
Using Social Media     NEW! 9781905085941
Business Language Practice 9781905085293
Asia Edition: 
E-mailing 9789814281614
Meetings 9789814281676
Negotiating 9789814281621
Presenting 9789814281591
Socialising 9789814281584
Telephoning 9789814281607

Delta Publishing

This book practises language and skills in the following areas:

•  Developing a strategy

•   Dealing with risks

•  Presenting information

•  Communicating online

•  Promoting what you do

•  Getting and getting feedback

The Delta Business Communication Skills series is designed to help learners at pre-intermediate and 
intermediate level to master the key communication skills required in international business English today.

Each book in the series is designed for classroom use, but is also suitable for self-study.

Each book and accompanying audio CD provides six core units.

u A needs analysis to help learners to think about their strengths and weaknesses in English and to identify and prioritise their   
 learning needs

  •  A learning journal to help students monitor their learning during the course

  •  A review to help consolidate the language work students have done in each unit

  •  A reference section listing the vocabulary and useful phrases covered in each unit

  •  A resources section containing a range of photocopiable material

u An answer key, including suggested answers, and transcripts

Effective Communication in 
Business English!

Pre-Intermediate –
High-Intermediate

Book 1-8

British English

DELTA 
Business Communication Skills
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and Resources

Program Page

ELTeach 108

ELT Advantage 109

Teaching Young Learners English | Teaching English as a Second or Foreign Language 110

DELTA Teacher Development Series 111

DELTA Learning to Teach English | Vocabulary Matrix | Researching & Analyzing Vocabulary 114

TeacherSource Series 115

So I want to say to you, don’t fake it till you 
make it. Fake it till you become it.

— Amy Cuddy, Social Psychologist
21st Century Reading book 2  (see p.52-p.53)

Quotes from TEDTALKS



•  www.ELTeach.com

Builds Confidence
ELTeach is designed to ensure 
that teachers of English have 

the language and professional 
knowledge necessary to 
implement their national 

English curriculum 
successfully and 

confidently.

Comprehensive 
coursework and  

assessment
ELTeach programmes integrate 

coursework with assessment, providing 
teachers with 50-60 hours of 

online study followed by a 
corresponding assessment 

conducted by ETS at a 
nominated test centre, 

after which a score 
report and certificate 

are issued.

Online, scalable 
and cost-effective

ELTeach provides a cost-effective and 
scalable way to train large numbers 
of English teachers and improve the 
quality of English language teaching 

delivering a standardised professional 
development programme that 

is accessible anywhere and 
anytime.

ELTEACH: A GLOBAL SOLUTION

ELTeach is an online, integrated Professional Development Assessment and Certificate programme 
supporting teachers of English through coursework and assessments in:

English-for Teaching

Gives teachers the specific classroom language needed to 
teach confidently in English. Through coursework covering 
listening, speaking, reading and writing, teachers learn 
and practise the English needed to prepare and teach their 
instructional materials, manage their classroom and provide 
their students with feedback. 

Professional Knowledge for ELT

Gives teachers the professional knowledge to make decisions 
about their work in and out of the classroom through 
coursework covering the Foundations of Language Learning, 
Language Teaching, the Essentials of English and Teaching 
Vocabulary, Grammar, Speaking and Listening, Reading and 
Writing.
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Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

Ongoing Professional Development for 
English Language Teachers

ELT Advantage, an entire suite of professional development courses developed 
by world-renowned English language teachers and authors, enables you to 
keep pace with the latest instructional methods and industry best practices.  
The ELT Advantage professional development offerings include workshops and 
virtual seminars that help teachers increase their expertise in English language 
instruction.

Online Courses for Teachers
• 6-week online courses, two lessons per week
• Practical assignments for each lesson
• Moderated discussion board
• 5-question quiz per lesson
• Post-program assessment

Additional Online Resources
• Teacher training for National Geographic Learning’s  
 best-selling textbook series
• TESOL® virtual seminars hosted by ELT professionals

Lessons can be 
completed in 
90 minutes or 

less— anytime, 
anywhere!

TESOL® Certificate 
of Completion for 
approved courses

University Credits available

Tom Scovel Joyce Nutta Michaela Clari Rob Jenkins Andy Curtis Neil J. Anderson Diane Larsen-Freeman Hugh Dellar and  I.S.P. Nation
       Andrew Walkley 

To learn more and view a demo, visit NGL.Cengage.com/ELTAdvantage

Andrew D. Cohen Kevin Keating Kathleen M. Bailey Patricia A. Dunkel Michael McCarthy Anne O’Keefe Steve Walsh Natalie Kuhlman David Nunan Annie Hughes

Secure teacher training sites 
demonstrate for you and your 

colleagues how to teach with our 
award-winning programs.

Select from specialized courses, watch author video 
segments, and access innovative content. 

One of the best things about this program 
is the wealth of hands-on 
activities and ideas provided in 
each course … the lessons are chock-full 
of tested strategies that improve student 
learning. 

– Michele Vaughn
Whitehouse High School, Texas
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The Company Words Keep

Lexical chunks in language teaching

Paul Davies

The Company Words Keep examines how we 
store language in ready-made chunks that 
we retrieve and use, rather than elaborately 
constructing ‘grammar’ each time we speak. 

Digital Play

Kyle Mawer; Graham Stanley

Digital Play is a pioneering book on the use of 
computer games in language teaching in which 
the authors share their excitement for teaching 
with technology and expertise in training 
teachers in innovative classroom practice.
Also available on Kindle

DELTA TEACHER DEVELOPMENT SERIES
The Company Words Keep   9781905085200

DELTA TEACHER DEVELOPMENT SERIES
Digital Play  9781905085552

DELTA TEACHER DEVELOPMENT SERIES 
Storytelling with Our Students 9781905085873

Storytelling with Our Students 
Techniques For Telling Tales  
From Around The World 

David Heathfield

Storytelling, the art of telling an unscripted story 
directly to listeners, provides teachers with the 
opportunity to bring stories from all oral cultures 
to vibrant life in their teaching, whatever their 
classes.  Storytelling with our Students provides 
nearly 40 stories and accompanies them all with 
‘telling techniques’ for successful storytelling.

Spotlight on  
Learning Styles 
Teacher strategies for learner success

Marjorie Rosenberg

Spotlight on Learning Styles is the tenth ttle 
in the multi-award-winning Delta Teacher 
Development Series and is an invaluable 
resource for all teachers who need to address 
the diverse learning styles of their learners.
Also available on Kindle

The Book of Pronunciation
Proposals for a Practical Pedagogy

Jonathan Marks; Tim Bowen

The Book of Pronunciation is a definitive account 
of the key role pronunciation plays in teaching 
and learning, providing a highly authoritative 
b  ut hugely accessible overview of the essential 
elements of English pronunciation as well as 
wide range of classroom practice. 

The Autonomy Approach
Language learning in the classroom  
and beyond

Brian Morrison; Diego Navarro

The Autonomy Approach examines and 
explains the theory behind autonomous 
learning and supports this with an extensive 
bank of activities for the teacher and the 
learner to use – to help learners take their 
development into their own hands. 

DELTA TEACHER DEVELOPMENT SERIES

Spotlight on  Learning Styles 9781905085712

DELTA TEACHER DEVELOPMENT SERIES

The Book of Pronunciation 9781905085705

DELTA TEACHER DEVELOPMENT SERIES

The Autonomy Approach 9781909783058

DELTA 
Teacher Development Series
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Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

Teaching Online

Tools and Techniques, options and 
opportunities

Nicky Hockley; Lindsay Clandfield

Teaching Online is essential reading for any 
teacher interested in online teaching and course 
delivery. It deals comprehensively with both the 
tools and the techniques necessary for online 
language instruction. 

The Developing Teacher

Practical activities for professional 
development

Duncan Foord

The Developing Teacher is ideal for teachers 
who wish to take control of their own 
development, for those people in positions of 
responsibility for teacher development, and for 
complementing courses in language teacher 
education. 

The Business English Teacher

Professional principles and practical 
procedures
Debbie Barton; Jennifer Burkat; Caireen 
Sever

The Business English Teacher is a compendium 
of good practice for successful business English 
teaching. IT is invaluable both for teachers 
thinking of moving into business English 
teaching, and those wishing to further increase 
their skills and develop their potential.

Teaching Unplugged

Dogme in English Language Teaching

Scott Thornbury; Luke Meddings
Teaching Unplugged is the first book to deal 
comprehensively with the approach in English 
Language Teaching known as Dogme ELT. It 
challenges not only the way we view teaching, 
but also the way we view being a teacher. 
Dogme ELT advocates teaching ‘unplugged’: a 
materials-light, conversation-driven philosophy 
of teaching that, above all, focuses on the 
learner and on emergent language.
Also available on Kindle

Being Creative

The challenge of change in the classroom

Chaz Pugliese
Being Creative takes you on a journey that 
reveals how all teachers have the potential to 
become creative. Whether you are experienced or 
new to the classroom, Being Creative allows your 
teaching to take flight.

Culture in our Classrooms

Teaching language through cultural 
content

Gill Johnson; Mario Rinvolucri
Culture in our Classrooms acknowledges 
the role of culture in the English Language 
Teaching classroom and provides lesson 
content which is relevant, useful and engaging 
for students. 
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Teaching 
Online
Tools and techniques, options and opportunities

D T
D S

Teaching Online is a clear, accessible and reassuringly practical book 
– essential reading for anyone interested in online teaching and course 
delivery. The authors share their wealth of experience in a fundamental 
area of interest to language teaching professionals today. 

It deals comprehensively with:
 c ways you should approach both online and blended courses
 c tools you should know about
 c techniques you should use for successful online teaching

Teaching Online contains three distinctive parts which focus in turn on 
theory, practice and development:

Part A gets you started and building your own online course, and 
recommends a route, from course sites to course behaviour, that will 
take you safely towards successful online teaching. It is accompanied by 
a wide-ranging list of tools for teaching, from blogs to word clouds.

Part B provides a bank of practical activities that cover the four skills, 
language work and evaluation, with special sections for activities to 
begin and finish an online course. Additional comments provide insights 
on how to make your online teaching more effective

Part C investigates avenues for your further online development, both 
professional and personal, with references to Web 2.0 tools that connect 
you with the worldwide professional community of teachers and an 
introduction to the concept of the PLN (Personal Learning Network) for 
your individual development.

Lindsay Clandfield 
has been in ELT for 15 
years. He is a teacher, 
teacher trainer and 
writer of books for 
language teachers 
and language learners. 
He is the co-author of 
Dealing with Difficulties 
(Delta) and the lead 
author of the Global 
series (Macmillan).  
He teaches both face-
to-face and online, 
and is active in the 
blogosphere.

Nicky Hockly has 
been in ELT for over 
20 years. She is 
Director of Pedagogy 
of The Consultants-E, 
specialising in online 
learning, teaching and 
training. Co-author of 
How to Teach English 
with Technology 
(Pearson Longman) and 
Learning English as a 
Foreign Language for 
Dummies (John Wiley), 
she spends most of her 
working life online.

www.deltapublishing.co.uk

DELTA TEACHER DEVELOPMENT SERIES is a pioneering new series  
of books for English Language Teachers with professional development 
in mind, blending theory, practice and development. 

Series editors Mike Burghall and Lindsay Clandfield

D E L T A  T E A C H E R  D E V E L O P M E N T  S E R I E S

Nicky Hockly with Lindsay Clandfield
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Teaching 
Online
Tools and techniques, options and opportunities

DELTA TEACHER DEVELOPMENT SERIES 
Teaching Online 9781905085354

DELTA TEACHER DEVELOPMENT SERIES 
The Business English Teacher 9781905085347

DELTA TEACHER DEVELOPMENT SERIES 
Being Creative 9781905085330

DELTA TEACHER DEVELOPMENT SSERIES 
Teaching Unplugged 9781905085194

DELTA TEACHER DEVELOPMENT SERIES 
Culture in our Classrooms 9781905085217

DELTA TEACHER DEVELOPMENT SERIES 
The Developing Teacher 9781905085224
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Contact your National Geographic Learning representative for a complete price listing

The TeacherSource series offers you a point of view on second/foreign language teaching.

As a reader, you will find that each book has its own personality; it is not anonymous.  
It comes as a story, not as a directive, and is meant to create a relationship with  
you rather than assume your attention.

– Donald Freeman, Series Editor

Donald Freeman, Series Editor

TeacherSource Series  

Learning About  
Language Assessment
Kathleen M. Bailey

The Grammar Book, 3e
Form, Meaning, and Use for  
English Language Teachers

Marianne Celce-Murcia

Doing Teacher Research 
From Inquiry to Understanding

Donald Freeman

Teaching Bilingual Children
Suzanne Irujo

Teaching Language 
From Grammar to Grammaring

Diane Larsen-Freeman

Pursuing Professional  
Development
Kathleen M. Bailey; Andy Curtis

Understanding Language 
Teaching
Karen E. Johnson

Teaching Second-Language Writing
Cherry Campbell

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 
Learning About  
Language Assessment 

9781305120860
TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 

The Grammar Book, Softcover 9781305101791
The Grammar Book, Hardcover 9781111351861

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 

Doing Teacher Research 9780838479001

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 

Teaching Bilingual Children 9780838460986

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 

Teaching Language: From 
Grammar to Grammaring 

9780838466759

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 

Pursuing Professional  
Development 

9780838411308

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 

Understanding Language 
Teaching

9780838466902

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 

Teaching Second-Language 
Writing

9780838478929

Designing Language Courses  
Kathleen Graves 

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 

Designing Language Courses   9780838479094

Exploring Second Language 
Reading  
David Nunan

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 
Exploring Second Language 
Reading

9780838466858

Teaching ESL K-12
Helene Becker; Else Hamayan

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 
Teaching ESL K-12 9780838479018

NEW
EDITION

NEW
EDITION
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TeacherSource Series  
Teaching Culture
Patrick R Moran

Learning New Languages
Tom Scovel 

Language: The Social Mirror, 4e
Elaine Chaika

Working with Teaching 
Methods
Earl W. Stevick; Donald Freeman

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 

Teaching Culture 9780838466766

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 

Learning New Languages 9780838466773

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 

Language: The Social Mirror, 9781424004324

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 
Working with Teaching 
Methods 

9780838478912

•  NGL.Cengage.com/teachersource

Additional Titles for Professional Development

Dual Language Instruction 
A Handbook for Enriched Education

Nancy Cloud; Fred Genesee;
Else Hamayan

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 
Dual Language Instruction 9780838488010

Exploring Second Language 
Classroom Research  
David Nunan; Kathleen M. Bailey

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 

Exploring Second Language 
Classroom Research  

9781424027057

The Elements of Language Curriculum 
A Systematic Approach to Program Development

James Dean Brown

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 

The Elements of  
Language Curriculum 9780838458105

Language Learning Strategies 
What Every Teacher Should Know

Rebecca L. Oxford

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 

Language Learning Strategies 9780838428627

Second Language Teaching  
& Learning
David Nunan
TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 

Second Language Teaching  
& Learning 9780838408384

The Power of Context in Language 
Teaching and Learning
Jan Frodesen; Christine A. Holten; Editors

TEACHER SOURCE SERIES EDITION 
The  Power of Context 9781413001310
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We have to be willing to fail, to be wrong, to 
start over again with lessons learned.

— Angela Lee Duckworth, Psychologist
21st Century Reading book 2 (see p.52-p.53)
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